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New York Knick. Draft Frazier

EGYPTIAN

SHittitlUl IJttUuU4 1(~,,,~
Ca~I •• Illinois
Thurs.,. May .c. I 967

NUlllb.,I37

sm basketball star Walt
Frazier was drafted Wednesday by the New York Knickerbockers on the first round of
the annual National Basketball
Association college draft.
Jimmy Wergeles, Knickerbocker public relations director, said Wednesday in a
phone conversation with the
Dally Egyptian that he assumes the Knicks have been
in contact with Frazier.
Wergeles Said. "A pro team
usually doesn't take a chance
on a college player who has
eligibility left unless he has
given some indication to them

that he is interested in playing
pro ball."
Frazier has one year of
eligibility left at Southern, but
could be drafted this year because his class graduates in
June.
Should Frazier stay at
Southern for the 1967.,.68 season he would go back into the
draft pool next year and the
Knicks would lose any rights
to him.
Frazier was the fifth player
to be drafted on the first
round. Detroit led tbe session off by picking Jimmy
Walk e r. the All-America

guard from ProVidence. The
Piston choice was tipped off
Tuesday when they signed
Walker to a $250,000 contract.
Baltimore. which drafted
second, chose Earl Monroe
of Winston-Salem. who was
the top college scorer in the
country in 1967. The Chicago
Bulls followed Baltimore and
chose Western Kentucky's
Clem Haskins. The Pistons
used Los Angeles' fourth place
draft. whicb they received
wben Rudy LaRusso didn'trepon to complete a trade. to
choose Sonny Dove of St.
John's.

Coleman Report Blames SIU Faculty
Student Unrest Now Blamed
To Instrudor-Student Relation
By Margaret Perez

In Search or Dollar

Questionnaire Reveals Southern Freshmen
Not Willwut Interett for Financial Pur,uit
By Cynthia Kandelman
(Second of Two Stories)
SIU freshmen questioned
last fall in a study conducted
by the American Council on
Education, on norms for entering college freshmen, were
more interested in financial
pursuits than were the freshmen at other public universities across the country.
More SIU freshmen were
interested in receiving degrees than freshmen from the
other schools. Interested in
receiving no degree were 4.4
per cent of SIU students and
3.9 per cent of tile students
from other schools. Seeking
associate degrees were 7.6
per cent of SIU students as
compared to 2.6 per cent of
other students. SIU had 44.8
per cent freshmen pursuing
bachelor's degrees and 31.0
per cent pursuing masters
degrees.
This study revealed that
42.1 per cent of the freshmen
from other schools wanted to
obtain bachelors degree~ and
31.2 per cent masters de-

grees. It is interesting to note
that 65.5 of the freshmen at
the other universities rated
their academic ability above
average while only 51.7 per
cent of of the SIU freshmen
rated their academic ability
above average.
A higher percentage of SIU
freshmen who entered in the
fall of 1966 found SIU's atmosphere more snobbish and
social than the other fresh-

men found at their respective
schools. Also. a higher percentage of SIU students rated
their classes as usually informal and that the students
were like numbers in -abook-or more impersonal interaction was found at S(U than
the students have found at
other universities.
"In this study of norms for(Continued on Page 7)

Record Set

Weather Really Cool
A frosty 33 degrees Wednesday morning set a May 3
record in Carbondale.
The previouS! low for the
date was 35 degrees. recorded
in 1961. The reading Wednesday was at the Carbondale
E<<!wage disposal plant. and the
records are from the records
of the Climatoh)gy
Laboratory.
Wednesday's reading was
three degrees from the record

low reading in Carbondale for
the entire :monthr, 30 degrees
set on Mayl. 1963.
The U.S_ We'ither Bureau
at Cario recorded an overnight low of 44 degrees, three
degrees above the May 3 record of 41 !let there in 1921.
The record high for the date
in Carbondale, according to
the Climatology Laboratory
records, is 89 degrees set in
1915 and tied in 1959.

The Coleman Repon. finally
released in its entirety after
two years of planning and research. blames the faculty
rather than the administration
for much of the student unrest
and dissatisfaction at SIU.
The once-controversial repon is in the form of 27
apecific recommendations
covering 40 typewritten pages.
The recommendations concern the role of the University in society and the role
and panicipation of students
in University affairs.
The first half of the repon was released last fall
and tbe second half was completed. but not released. at
the end of Winter quarter.
The entire repon is reprinted
today in a special supplement
to the Daily Egyptian.
The repon, drafted by a
special commission established by President Delyte
W. Morris. puts strong
emphasis on the failure of
student-faculty relationships.
• 'We (the faculty) have failed
underclassmen in a variety of
ways." the repon states. "Not
many of us bave established or
maintained healthy. continuing
contacts With freshmen and
sophomores. "We have assumed. unwisely. that undergraduates would continue to be
apathetic. docile, and uncritical:'
The repon blames the absence of an effective faculty
on the fact that few faculty
members have an opponunity
to develop a sense of loyalty
to the institution whicb pays
them.
"Their emotional involvement extends to their research
project and their 'team' of
researchers. to their department chairman who secures
them funds. salary increases.
special appointmants. and
local publicity. or to some
state or federal agency; not
to their university:' the repon states.
The practice of rewarding
successful teachers by assigning them oniy to upperclass and graduate sections.
the commission report continued, has deprived the freshmen and sophomores of a
group of effective teachers.
Concern was expressed that
the faculty is too involved
with graduate studies. research projects and advancemen t. and teaching and
interest in students seems to
be secondary.
The commission recommended (he devising of ways
and means to bring about

greater rappon between stUdents and faculty.
Recommendations include a
serious study of reduction of
teachin,g load. encouragement
of tbe teaching faculty to return to campus at least a week
before resumption of classes
in the fall to assist in
orientation programs; the abolition of classes for one hour
a week for the express purpose
of creating a faculty-student
Visidng hour; and the consideration by the Faculty
Council of ways and mea:Js
of combatting wbat appears
to students as faculty Withdrawal.
The commission also
recommended an "immediate
reversal of the practice of
granting higher rank and
salary increases regardless
of effective teaching. \V e recommend that effective teachers be sought out and re-warded'"
o the r recommendations
called for a dismissal of any
rioting students. a committee
for the study of student rights •
student representation on all
University councils. a
strengthening of the judicial
board system. a new system
of adVisement, a new plan for
Convocations and a review of
administrative attitudes.
The first recommendation
in the second half of the repon called for a study of the
"free university" program.
The reponed states that a
few non-students. "those who
inhabit campus communities
because they wish to live in
the collegiate atmosphere
Without collegiate re!!pOnsibilities:' have taken leading parts in the establishment of free universities
across the nation.
The commission empbasized tbat it makes no rec(Continued on Page I O)

Gu,Bode

Gus says Carbondale's the
only town be knows of where
he can get a sunburn and frostbite in the same week.
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Foggy Days Ahead
For Bugs, People

JAZZ CONCERT FRIDAY-Tony Zamora, left, tenor saxophone
player, and organist-vocalist Donald Smith will be featured in
the second annual jazz concert sponsered by the Jazz Unlimited
Society at SIU at 8 p.m. Friday in Shryock Auditorium. Others
featured in the Zamera Jazz Quartet, are Smith, John Dutton on
drums, and trumpeter Cecil Bridgewater. The Jus Jazztet, a
group comprised of Jazz Unlimited members, will also perform.
Both groups will present original compositions and contemporary jazz favorites.

California Phy.icist -Editor to Lecture
urban development consultant,
and R. Buckminister Fuller,
SIU research professor of
design science.
Charter wiil speak at8p.m.
in Davis Auditorium of the
Wham F.du::ation Building. He
is now a visiting professor
at San Jose State College and
has published a book of essays on the ecology of man,
also titled "Man on Earth."
He is concerned with the
"morality of technology" -the
fact that man has the tools
for total design of his environment and must face the impliThe following admissions cations of individual living in
and dismissals of patients a "man-machine world."
were reported for May 2 at
the Health Sl:!rvice.
Admissions: Terry Rowell,
Bailey Hall; Danielle DeWitt,
408 S. Poplar; Norm Khalaj.
Route 2. Carbondale; and Carolyn Ann Craig, Steagall.
Discharged: Kevin Ross,
Wall Street; Evelyn Morgan,
109 Small Group Housing;
Terry Rowell, Bailey Hall; and
Norm Khalaj, Route 2, carbondale.

S.P.R. Charter. California
physicist and editor of the
periodical, "Man-on-Earth."
will deliver the second in a
series of lectures on
"Science, Man and the Future" today
at SlU.
The series is sponsored
by the Department of Design
and the University Lectures
and Emertainment Committee. Subsequent lecturers will
be William Ewald, Washington

At Health Service

The bugs are starting to bite
again, and many Carbondale
residents are preparing not
only for the dreadful nuisance
of the mosquitoes, but also
for the sometimes irritable
mosquito abatement insecticides.
Several students and residents "react unfaborably" to
the chemicals used for mosquito abatement and have
asked that a spraying schedule
be published.
1. L. Burnett of the Mosquito
Abatement Committee, said
that a definite spraying schedule Is nearly impossible to
establish.
"The weather conditions
have to be just right before we
spray:' said Burnett. "We
must have the right temperature. barometric pressure.
and wind conditions before the
fogging machines are used:'
Burnett said it takesthetwo
fogging machines "about five
spraying days" to cover the
entire city, includ~·,lg SIU and,
Southern Hills.
When both trucks are In
operation they can cover about
one quarteJ: of the city In a
night of spraying, Burnett
noted.
The Insecticides used for
,;praying consist "mostly of

vaporized diesel fuel and various other chemicals."
"There is very little of the
lethal chemicals used in the
spray,n said Burnett.
The fogging, which usually
begins about dusk on the
"weather permitting" days, is
done on the average of five
night~ per week.
"We do not spray on Sunday
and there is usually one or
two other days out of the week
In which we cannot spray,"
Burnett said.
Burnett suggested that individuals affected by the insecticides call one of the two
drivers for information on
when and where they will be
spraying each evening.
Driver Clark Vineyard may
be contacted b:o-' calling 4575766 and Wayne Wbeeles may
be reached by telephoning 457-

NOW thru SAT.
BOTH DRIVE.INS
ROBERT
ELK&
fW'''':
Jl'ASK

SOMMER

KWAH

No one ever made . . .
the scene like Jill!.

o.lJiiIf

~****~*
FRI.-SAT. NITES ONLY
BOXOFFICe OPENS 10:15
SHOW STARTS l1:QO p.m.
ALL SEATS $1.00

Engineering Here,

Dean Emphasise.
SIU does offer engineering
although as reported in a
Wednesday feature article in
the Daily Egyptian it does not
bave a formal s\:bool of
engineering,
Julian
H.
Lauchner, dean of the School
of Technology. has pointed
out.
Lauchner said engineering
at SIU has heavy eo.] ,}Ument.
The article in question had
stated that the University
lacks schools of engineering.
medicine and law.

'VARSITY

STARTS TODAY
DOUBLE FEATURE
1:30-5:00-8:40

,.,'

TONITE AND SATURDAY
TONlTE SHOW STARTS 7:15
CONTINUOUS SAT FROM 2:30
REG "DM. 90¢ AND 3St

.

\locioc
~

got to he
kidding!
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Il~inois University. Carbondale. illinoiS
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Carbondale. Illinois 62901.
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or any department of the Universjty.
Edi.torial and business offic\..'s located
in BuHding T --13. F jscal officer .. Howard
R. long. TeTeJlhone 453-2354.
Editorial Conference: Dianne B.
Andt:rwn .. Tim W. Ayers .. John Kevin
Cole, Robert A. Eisen.. Robert Forbes..
George Knemeyer,. William A. Kindt.
Michael L. Nauer. Margaret E. Perez.
L. Wade Roop. Ronald E. Sereg. and
Thomas B. Wood Jr.
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Gate. open at 7:30 P ....
Show atatts at dusk.
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Activities

On ""N'SIU-TV

Secondary

Film Portrays Irish Crisis

Principals

"The Informer:' a motion 9:30 p.m.
picture about a slow-witted
Biography:
traitor at the time of the
Part U.
Irish rebellion, will be shown
on "Film Classics'· atIOp.m.
today on WSIU-TV.
The film stars Victor McLaglen and Preston Foster.

To Confer
The Extension Dept. will sponsor Spring Drive in C,onference for the nlinois Association oi Secondary
School principals in the library lounge and auditorium
at 9 a.m. today.
The Spring Festival convocation will be at 10 a.m. only
in the Arena.
The Geography Dept. Seminar
will meet in Lawson 251 at
2 p.m.
WRA Track and FieldClubwill
meet at McAndrew Stadium
at 3 p.m.
WRA Tennis will meet on the
north courts at 4 p.m.
Intramural softball will be
held on the practice fields
at 4 p.m.
The Geography Dept. will hold
a discussion in the Agriculture Building seminar room
and kitchen at 3 p.m.
Latin American Institute of
discussion group will meet
in the library lounge and
kitchen at 3 p.m.
The Block and Bridle Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m. in
the Agriculture Seminar
room.
A synchronized swimming
show will be performed by
the Aquaettes at 8 p.m. at
the pool.
Iota Lambda Sigma will meet
in the library auditorium
and lounge at 6, p.m.
WRA Gymnastics club will
hold a meeting in [he Woman's Gym, Room 207 at 7:30
p.m.
Angel Flight Rehearsal will be
in Muckelroy Auditorium
and the Arena at 5 p.m.
The Dept. of Music will sponsor a Faculty Recital in
Muckelroy Auditorium at 8
p.m. The Altgeld Wind Quintet will perform.
Veterans Corporation will
hold a meeting in Lawson
161 at 9 p.m.
The Design Dept.SPRChapter
lecture will be in DaVis Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
Campus Judicial Board will
meet in Room E of the
University Center at 8 p.m.
Slu Sailing Club will hold a
meeting in Home Economics
Building Rooms 118. and 120
at 9 p.m.
Pi Sigma Epsilon will meet in
the Home Economics lounge
at 9 p.m.
Forestry Spring Camp will be
held at the Little Grassy
Camp I.

Adolf Hitler.

Other programs:
9:05 a.m.
Science Corner I.

Noon.
News in Perspective.
7 p.m.
'LISTEN, BATES, IF YOU DON'T WANT TO THINK LIKE AN
INDIVIDUALIST YOU CAN LEA VE THE ROOM"

Creative Person:
Golden.

Fletcher. The Alina.sota Daily

Sex Questions

Dis~ubsed

on Radio

The questions parents have 7p.m.
about the best t'/ays to answer
Let's Talk Sports.
their childrel:'s questions
about sex will be discussed 7:45 p.m.
on "l)(>ctor, Tell Me" at 9:22
Italian Panorama.
a.m. today on WSlu Radio.
8 p.m.
Other programs:
Whither China?
3:10 p.m.
8:3.> p.m.
Concert Hall: Bach's Suite
Age of the Classics.
No. 2 in B minor. Sibelius's Symphony No.2. and 10:30 p.m.
Copland's "Rodeo'"
News Report.
6:30 p.m.
News Report.

Up.m.
Moonlight Serenade.

" I Came Over"

LATE SHOW

FRI. AND
SAT. NITE

.JHEoJ_
ISA SHOCKER!I
It is tfJe
ltarylftfl.

"uctiuor
u inllGCtllt

yaung girl
laid IIoIdly,
.~,....- frighteningl,

udlillt
prmcatiJeIy!
ltis'''.
pic'.TII

S... Us For "Full Covsrags"

,,,., wlln fll'

H'
" ;,. shin
,,,. ....,.

Fi ..... cial Re.p0l'ISibility Filing.

EASY PAYMENT PLANS

_nJ.t,,,.

3.6 cr 12 Months

AL RESPONSIBILITY
POLICIES

WILliAM
WYLER'S
u.

£:::,/illll cDJIectDr

FRANKUN
INS lJRA NCE

slarnng

TECHNICO\.OR*

TERENCE STAMP / SAMAllHA EGGAR

AGENCY
703 S. Illinois A••.
Pho... "57-4461

...- "'Z!!

I'DIRHfMAIICI"

710 S. Illinois

Show out at 1:30 A.M.

ALL SEATS
,1.00
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"FASCINATING STORY ..• J CAN'T WAIT TO SEE HOW IT
COMESOIJT"

Daily Egyptian Editorial Page

Coleman Report First Step
In Solving Campus Unrest

LePeUq, ChrIIU_ Science IIonilor

Tbe controver~ial Coleman
Report. finally released for
public consumption. is not as
spectacular as some maybave
boped it to be.
The widely publicized report. two long years in the
making. is pleasant reading.
but It won't win any prizes.
The recommendations presented by tbe commission
seem to be an attempt simply
to put into writing all of tbe
current gripes of the student
body.
Althougb these gripes are
all too familiar to tbe students. at least there is some
security in knOwing that they
are now in print for all to
see~specially the faculty and
the administration.
There is security in knowing
that the report bears the name
of E. ClaudeColen,an. a highly
respecte d member of the

To tbe editor:
One of the advantages of the
multiversity is the exposure
to the varied aspects of man.
The mere presentation of different outlooks on life can be
of tbe greatest value if only

accepted in the light of human
difference and not subjecting
them to categories of good or
b~.d. stupid or ignorant.
I should like to think that
the students here at Southem.
by living and studying with
students from Iran, Formosa,
Nigeria and Mexico may
realize that the foreign students are not stupid or ignorant and have only come to
America to be initiated into
the proper and true way of
living. Last Saturday night.
bowever, I was rudely appalled. The Varsity late show
provided for some students
the opportunity to display what
they no doubt thought to be
keen insights into the human
condition.
Monde Cane might inspire
some to question th:;!ir own
values and outlooks if only
the individual can believe that
other men can find worth in
something besides American
apple pie and Ford motor cars.
One chap sitting behind me
in the theater really thought
that since the Chinese and
Indonesians prefer certain
foods not of the American
diet, the people ought be regarded as mere ignorants.
Curiously enough, this University educated man found
a great deal of pleasure in
watching the Portuguese being
gored by bulls. No doubt he
thouqbl the bull bad more
sense than the people.
I found myself especially
disturbed by his unJust, hyperCritical and prejudiced condemnation of the New Guinea
people. These beautifully innocent and yet complexhuman

Name Omitted
(Ed's Note: R.G. Schipf was
the writer of a letter opposing
gun laws which appeared in the
Tuesday issue of the Daily
Egyptian. His name was inadvertently omitted in printing).

beings the enlightened student
passed off as "Untermenschen"
and regarded as
freaks.
Somehow I feel this student
has missed the entire aim of
education. He may indeed have
passed through the system
with "grades" and will soon
g') out and further the ideals
of his alma mater, good old
SIU, but it is too bad he has
never leamed to think for himdelf. Too bad for himself, but
especially sorrowful forthose
who may believe what he spews
forth wit h vindictive hatefulness and incorrigible ethnocentrism.
Joseph T. McDermott

To the President:
To the editor:
Mr. President:
My wife and I vi<:!wed with
horror your bombing of Haiphong, the latest in a long
series of mistakes in Vietnam.
Why aren't you stopping the
war? A large measure of the
blame seems to belong to the
State Department, as in its
ludicrous failure in late 1964
to inform you that Hanoi was
willing to negotiate through U
Thant. And nodoubtthe Pentagon is largely to blame: the
large mouths and small brains
of the Chiefs of Staff and
company could be enough to
work harm to a president's
reason.
But the ultimate blame is
yours, Mr. President. We
voted against Goldwater in
1964 because he advrJcated
military agression and you did
not. When the results came in,
and you were elected president by the largest margin
in U.S. history, the country
(and the rest of the world,
for that matter) rejoiced that
the U,S. was, after all, sane.
You described the election as
being a mandate of the people,
an affirmation of your program. And it was true.
But then programs change.
You turned in the middle of
the road to follow Goldwater's
advice on Vietnam. and have
by now effectively denied the
principles upon which. you
were elected in 1964. The
people did not elect you. Mr.
President. in that year of
hotly contested issues they

action by other agencies.
Coleman and his commission have laid the groundwork, shaky as it may be.
It may be years until any
concrete decisions will be
made concerning the recommendations, but at least the
ball is rolling. Students must
make sure that no one steals
the ball now that it's on their
side.
Margaret Perez

Opposition to Arbitrary AAU
May Stop Autocratic Powers
The autocratic Amateur
Athletic Union (AAU) is at
it again.
The newest mar to intercollegiate athletics came last
week when the A U suspended
five Penn State gymnasts from
competing in the Pan American Gal :tes trials. Why? Penn
State did the unthinkable thing
of competing with the University of Cologne (Germany) in
a dual meet in January.
For once the colleges and
universities in the U.s. got
together to protest the AAU.
Several colleges and universities, SIU being one of them,
banded together and have boycotted the meet. The AAU
was backed into a corner and
was forced to ask the governing body of the world gymnastics to waive the suspension.
So the colleges and univerSities have won a battle against
the AAU. But the war still
rages and it will continue to
wage until the colleges demand
to rid the AAU of its aristocratic heads.
The AAU. if headed by men
who cared more about athletics than making money, could
be a worth-while association.
At present. the AAU handles
the selection of athletes to
the United States Olympic
team. The AAU also holds
several top-notch track and
field meets during the year
pius several gre&.t AAU sWimming events.
Policies of the AAU have
caused a war With the NCAA
(National Collegiate Athletic
Association) and this war has
evolved into a government
commission to study the problem.
The collegiate boycott of

the Pan American Game
Trials forced the AAU to back
down. This shows that the
colleges do have the power to
make the AAU give in almost
at will. This is what is needed
in the future to keep the AAU
from doing too much interfering With incollegiate athletics.
Bill Kindt

Easy Solution

:f;t::CI~~e:~~ai~ ~~~:~~~

Briefly Editorial

To the editor:

few days of the Montreal World
Fair.
Tbe giant. replica of the.
Fuller creat~o~ now serves.as
the U.S. pavdhon at the Faa.
The Associated Press bailed
the $9.3 million dome as one
of the main attt:actions there.
A common Sight on the SID
Campus, tbe domes serve the
gamut from houses to picnic
shelters.
Sl'J can proudly say it has
watcned the dome grow from
a little bubble in a little pond
to a big bubble in the world
pond.

Latin scored an upset victory tbe other day at Oxford,
England, wilen the governing
body of the university voted
250 to 194 to continue requiring preparation in Latir
or Greek of entering students.
The decision was a surprise.
After a long series of defeats
on occasion sucb as this the
classical languages wer; expected to lose again.
Cambridge. OXford"s traditional rival
last January
voted 362 to 280 t 0 drop its
classical language requirement.

Letters to the Editor
College Boors

faculty. Students can be assured tbat it will not go unnoticed. although it is not expected that the entire report
will create as mucb confusion
as the first pan of the report
when it was prematurely released last faU.
It is hoped that the report,
which suggests the establishing of additional commissions
for study of specific areas of
student um"est. will serve as a
stepping stone fer positive

e leeted a viewpoint. which
happellfO: to be the one you
were claiming to support.
What has happened? You have
pleased the Goldwarerfaetion,
but who else?
The truth seems to be that
you have shown treasonable
behavoir; on the all-important
Vietnam issue you have acted
wholly against the course of
action that the voters thought
they were electing Then when
the sane, and even some of
the insane realized that it was
all a mistake, you kept on.
In the words of Senator Young:
"We have seen the powers
of the President expand unchecked, the Congress ignored, the American people
lied to by their Government.
and dissent condemned as
t rea son." (Congressional
Record, January 17. 1967).
And we have seen a nation
destroyed without cause.
you could preventthis. Protest against the war rages in
the U.S. Our allies are dropping us, one by one. During
Mr. Humphrey's catastrophe
in Europe. everyone from
demonstrating French students to members of parliament shouting "Shame!
Shame'" showed that the rest
of the Western world is against
your stand in Vietnam. Have
you gone mad? (We ask this,
literally.) Hanoi is willing to
negotiate if we just halt bomb- Strength of Bubble
ing. You are the one person
who is standing between the Brings SIU Glory
tragic mistake in Vietnam and
an affirmation of reason, of
Bucky's bubble has made
justice. and of decency.
the big time again.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Conrad
The geodesic dome, designed by SIU's R. BUck-

Irving Dilliard has used
statistics compiled by the U
of J Health Science Depanmente Those figures showed
tbat of the students who had
an E grade average 59.1 pet.
were smokers while among
those With A averages only
16.7 pet. were smokers.
While taiking about this
startling fact with a smoking
friend of mine, we discovered
the solUtion not to be in the
abolishment of cigarettes. Instead. why not ban E grades?
Gary M. Blackburn

Kevin Cole

New Voter

Ranks Needed
Mayor-elect David Keene's
committee on election reform
should have met two goals
when it ceases operation. The
right of students to vote should
be upheld and voter registration should be made mandatory
for city elections.
The «intent to reside" interpretation now 'placed upon
student voting virtually leaves
city administrations free to
decide which students shall
vote. for these governing units
instruct election judges on
voting qualifications.
Because students onen have
as much stake in Carbondale
as many other residents. because they form such an important segment of the city,
they should definitely be eligible to vote if they have lived
bere the required number of
days.
To eliminate confusion,
stuffing of the ballot box, and
ill feelings. registration
should be required. Long delays and heated arguments at
the polling places can be
avoided by such action.
If these reforms are accomplished. the Keene administration can point with
pride to a good start in city
government. And a discrimination against students will
have ended ..
John Epperheimer

-Chicago Tribune
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Democracy's Cradle
Rocked by Massive
A.nti-Coca-Cola Plot
By Anbur Hoppe
(San Francisco Chronicle)
Atbens
To understand our beritage. as Miss Plimsoll
used to say in the sixtb grade. there's nothing
like a trip to this cradle of Western civilization
wbere democracy was conceived 2500 years ago.
And how's it doing?- Wen. the doctors are
on strike. the dentists are on strike, the Post
Office (a moderate force) is only on strike
four hours a day. riots loom. elections may be
called off. and a military coUp is being whispered about.
As usual in Greece. there are many political
explanations for all this. In fact, as usual,
there is exactly one more political explanation
than there are Greeks. But actually. there is
only one explanation tbat makes sense:
The whole thing is a vast anti-Coca-Cola plot.

'HE HAS A NICE IV AY OF PUTTING IT!'

'No Rafts Left for Our Huck Finns,'
Youths Trade Security for Danger
By Jenkin lloyd Jones
(General Features Corp.)
MONTEREY. Cal. - I was sitting in the shadow
of the lighthouse watching this character stroll
across the dunes. He had a wispy red beard and
he wore a sports shirt open to the belly. tattered
slacks and sandals.
I had been reading in The Chronicle how the
"hippies" had warned San Francisco that thousands of them will gather in that city this summer
"out of a sense of hopelessness and despair:'
A mile from Monterey's lighthouse is Cannery
Row. .John Steinbeck wrote a famous collection
of stories aoout the bums who hung- around
those canneries during the hungry Thirties. At
least they were all bums except "Doc" who
collected sea life for biological laboratories.
The rest - Eddie, Hughey. Frankie - worked
when driven to it, for the soup in the soup Unes
those years was mighty thin. But they suffered
from no "hopelessness and despair:' They even
enjoyed their precarious lives.
A college professor recently told me this:
"I think one thing that's bugging the kids is
too much security and too little struggle and
danger. There are no rafts left for our Huck
Finns. The Indians are tame and practically all
the woods are posted. A youngster grows up
smothered by 'Mustn'ts' from Mom and Teacher.
The virile old world of boy-with-stick-followingman-wIth-club is gone:'
My professor friend feels that the primitive
desire for danger will not be suppl'essed, and
will emerge in eccentric. spectacular or even
anti-social ways.
"The young speeder is trying to claw his way
out from under a blanket," he continued. "Much
delinquency is a way of courting danger. I suspect
that many who parade in sympathy for the VietCOilS ao:-e finding fulfillment in the hazard of
committing almost-but-not-qutte treason:'
As I watched the bearded young man wander
glumly along the beautiful Pacific shore I thought
of other young Americans on the other side of
that ocean who are enjoying no security at all.
Indeed. we have never before fought a war where
the chances of unpleasant surprises were so
plentiful. Yet I had never seen better morale
than .among the kids in Vietnam. They have
responded magnificently to elemental struggle.
The beats who are scheduled to flock to San
Francisco this summer to express their agony
will be well taken care of. Already. a group of
motherly preachers is working for their proper
accommodation. It is not cenain that this will
be a kindness. Maybe the hippies would be happier
if they were stoned.
What we have has been described as the" affluent
society." It might be better described as the
"borrowing society:' since. in spite of our
vaunted wealth, we cannot bring ourselves to
cough up enough taxes to pay for our "needs:'
Apres nous Ie deluge.
But the object of the affluent society is supposed
to be the elimination of want. It is hoped that
our productive capacity will grow so great that
we can afford to guarantee necessities to anyone.
whether he is healthy or ailing. smart or stupid.

lucky or unlucky, industrious or just sacked out.
The word "needs" means physical needs only.
Man needs a lot more. including identification
with a noble aim bigger than hlmself.
The nations with the highest suicide rates in
Europe - Denmark. Austria and SWitzerlandare most prosperous and are highly organized
toward social welfare. The nations with the
lowest - Ponugal and Ireland - are hardscrabble
countries. Man thrives in struggle if it is sweetened by hope.
In time of war suiCide rates diminish. World
War II statistics are unreliahie. since many a
Gestapo murder was kissed off as a suicide. but
between 1912 and 1916 the British rate dropped
from 10 to 7.3 per 100.000. the German from
23 to 17, and the French from 23 to 15.
Old Tom Gilcrease. the part-Indian who spent
his whole on fonune on his great Americana
collection. said. "A man should leave a track:"
Maybe that"s what we want - to leave a track.
A man wbo is anything doesn't want to leave
simply a pile of empty tin cans and endorsed
welfare checks. He wants to identify himself with
a triumphant struggle. Even Steinbeck"s cannery
bums took satisfaction in the feeling that they had
a distinguished record of outwitting Society. If
someone bad handed tbem an easy living they
might have shot themselves.
The young man in the wispy beard is going to
be awfully cheated if be goes to San Francisco
this summer and no cop bounces a nightstick on
his noggin. It is hard to identify with no-struggle.
It is a cruel world that looks straight through
the sandaled attention-seeker as it hands him a
sandwich.
That may be why. in an affluent society that is
approaching total security. the spon of sky-diving
is booming.

Harrison Salisbury

I have this on the sworn word of my good
Greek friend,. whom I shall call Mr. Zorha. Mr.
Zorba is loaded with inside political information.
(Any GreeJc wbo isn't 80 loaded is immediately
exiled to Brooklyn).
"It all began," began Mr. Zorba happily,
"several years ago when Fix beer. which had
a :nonopoly on breWing. decided to go into the
orangeade bUSiness, too. Tbe orangeade producers complained. 'If you don"t like it, go
make beer: said Fix. assuming nobody could
finance a brewery.
"But an enterprising Greek got the Amstel
brewery in Holland to buDd one here. It was
a great success. And now only Monarchists
drink Fix:
Monarchists?
"Yes. that·s because
years ago. Prime
Minister Papandreou tried to fire tbe Defense
Minister.
But Papandreou's Government fell
because tbe King supponed the Defense Minister. who (and here Mr. Zorba raised a triumphant finger) was married to the widow of the
Fix brewery,"

"0

Not

"Yest And Fix also makes Tam-Tam. That's
wby Cyprus is such a continuing crisis. You
see, Tam-Tam comes in a bottle just like a
Coca-Cola bottle. In fact, Coca-Cola is suing.
Now, they bave Coca-Cola in Cyprus. But,
so far. Fix has kept Coca-Cola and Cypres
out of Greece. However. if the elections are
held next month. tbe Monarchists would lose:'
Ob.
"So therefore." said Mr. Zorba, reaching
his peroration, "the Fix-drinking Monarchists
have fomented this current Situation in order
to scuttle tbe scheduled elections Which. of
course, would result in Greece becoming a
Coca-Cola drinking nation."
I thanked Mr. Zor~ for his lucid explanation
of Greek politics and said I felt the need for
a Fix. He said indignantly that anybody who'd
drink Fix was a rotten Fascist and I haven't
seen him since.
But I do feel after several days here that Miss
Plimsoll was absolutely right: there's nothing
Uke a trip to ·this cradle of our Western Civilization to restore your faith in the durability of
democracy.
Or. to PUt it another way. if it can survive
here. it can survive anywbere.

Sh~uld

Have Won

Prize, Pulitzer-Founded Paper ·Says
(St.

Louis Post-Dispatch)

The Advisory Board on the Pulitzer Prizes.
in our opinion. made a serious mistake in overturning the professional jury's recommendation
that this year's prize for international reporting
go to Harrison Salisbury of The New York Times.
for his dispatches from Hanoi.
By all odds. Mr. Salisbury's reporting represented the finest piece of wort in his field during
1966. He did what innumerable correspondents had
unsuccessfully tried to d9 in gaining admission
to North Vietnam. He reported what he saw and
what he learned with courage and obJectivity even
though he knew his reports might call into question
his own government's credibility. He was subjected to unfair and petty attack from government and some journalistic quarters. but in the
end his work spoke for itself. It was a distinguished
example of independent reponing. by a cor-

respondent of unassailable integrity, on matters
of vital import to the American people.
This is how it was rated by four out of five
working newspapermen who screened the entries
as members of the professional jury. They were
judging it, we believe, strictly on professional
grounds and without regard to government attitudes either in Hanoi or Washington. That Is
how it shoulcl have been judged.
In overturning the recommendation. the
majority of the Advisory Board raises a question
whether the decision was affected by personal
viewpoints toward the Vietnam war. or by the
.Johnson Administration's reaction to the SalisbUry
dispatches and its attempt to discredit them. In
an award for journalistic excellence these considerations ought. of course. to play no part.
Whether one approves or disapproves of American policy in Vietnam. Mr. Salisbury reported
the truth as he found it, and his work was in thp.
finest tradition of independent journalism.
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.- Walking Between Cla••eIJ HQ,8 Many Ob.ticies
By Ken Fairman
The shortest distance between two points may be a
straight line, but at SIU, walking it may prove difficult.
The Technology Building,
located west of the Arena.
provides a beautiful, but long
walk to Wham Education
Building. When a student has
only ten minutes between
classes, there is little time
to observe this beauty.
It is 11:50 a.m. and the
student leaves the Technology
Building. Out the northwest
door and quickly to Campus
Drive. The influx of noon
traffic is an obstacle, but
soon overcome.
Past the temporary barracks and into Thompson
Woods he brisldywalks. These
twisting paths slow down even
the most agile. The newly

Seven Faculty on
Evaluation Team
V1SlT1NG
tine news
facilities
Operating

JOURNALIST-Marcello J"rge Curachaga, left, Argenagency director, is taken on a tour of Daily Egyptian
by Jim A. Hart, center, of the SIU journalism staff.
the headliner is student Philip Hausam.

Telepre•• DiredDr

American loumalism Finest,
Argentine Newsman Declares
Journalism in the United
States "is the best in the
world," according to Marcello
Jorge C uracbaga, director of
Telpress News Agency in Argentina,
Curachaga said European
journalism is good but that
it "lacks the universality" of
U.S. journalism.
Curachaga made his comments during a two-day visit
to SIU.
Curachaga said Telpress,
the national news agency of
Argentina. serves about 300
sabscribers. He noted that the
AP and UPI are major wire
services in Argentina with
. about 600 subscribers.
R.euters and other news services aTe also important to
Argentina journalism, he said,
and "the Soviet news agency
Tass used to be in Argentina
but left because there is no
future for the Communists in
Argentina,"
He said the newspaper system in Argentina is similar
to that in the U.S. Argentine
newspapers are confronted
witb the same problems aR
those in the U.s., especially in
the economics of newspapers.

Also, a large number of newspapermen are leaving to join
large companies as publicrelations men.
He also commented on the
Inter-American
ciation,
which hePress
called Assoa fine
organization Which is trying to
protect the journalist.
C urachaga. president of
Telpress, is also a journalism
professor and president ofthe
Press Club of Buenos Aires.

•

To Issue Permits
The Illinois Department of
Conservation has announced
that applications for gun permits Will be accepted from
deer hunters beginning June
26.
A check or money order for
$5 payable to the Department
of ':;onservation must be submitted with tbe application.
Applications should be mailed
to: Deer Permit Office, Department of Conservation,
State Office BUilding, Springfield, Ill •• 62706.

~

Your eyewear will be 3
way. eorred al Conrad:
1. Corred Pre.eription
2. Co"ed FitlilJl(
3. Correct AppearlJnee
ONE DAY servieeavailahle
formo.leyewear
from

Seven SIU faculty members
served on the North Central
Association Evaluation Team
at Palestine Community Unit
High School recently.
Serving on the team were
Arthur Aikman, assistant professor. Department of Secondary Education; James Cummins, assistant professor.
University
School; Miss
Virginia Huff, instructor,University School; and Robert
Knewitz, instructor, University School.
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
Others were John D. Mees. 5 Mil •• North at
director of Region 13 of the
Tonight f.aturing:
North Central Association;
D.Soto on Hwy. 51
John Srotlar, assistant professor, University School and
Larry Wimp. instr.lctor, De-Discotheque dancing all other times.
ri'p::art~m:e:::n:t,,:o:f..:M::.:at::h:e:::m~a:t:ic:=S::.._ _!:======================~

LIVE
BANDS

~'4,

THE SCARABS

A Sport Coat
FromZ-G
Will Give You
A Spring Festival
Of Good Looks
Featurill, the kind of quolity lind style that yoe CQln
COUllt on, sport coats frllm Z.G give yoe the flair and
the form that befits the college man. l·G has 0 wide
serectian of sizes ond styles for you to select from,
incl~ding such fine brand names as Petrocelli, Botany
"500", alld l·G Speciol LokI. Colorful hopsacks,
checks, and ploids hI' lightweight w_l.ond.dacron
brends give you all ,he calM, comfort, and style you
deserve. So get yourself a Ilew sprin, coat from l·G
SOO!t. Look ond feel gooel!

Sport Coats '292i to , 50

'950

r WRRE~$69.50-

1

I

lIow'49 50

1

~~---.

HOTDOGS!

Conservation Dept

EYEWEAR

1COlYTACTLENSES 1

painted boulder serves as a
I made it within the allotted
landmark.
10 minutes, Puff, puff.
A quick turn and. the student is nearing the end of
the woods. This beauty can
not be observed for long, for
time is nearly up.
Finally the sidewalk between Life Science and Morris
Library is reached. The final
twisting path linking the student with his class is now
sighto::!d.
The path curves up, then
down. Carefully he tries to
avoid the bicyclists.
With only minutes to go,
the student hopes he is given
the right-of-way atthe former
Grand Avenue intersection.
The area is crossed and
the soutb door of Wham EcLcation Building is reached.
The time is now 11:59 a.m.
and Wham's crowded stairway can only be avoided if
he has classes on the ground
floor.
One minute is left for the
student to do with as he plea713 S. lJNIYERSITY
ses.

l-moRo;;;~ I.
• ELfMlNATION
1_ _ _ _
50_ _

'9

CONRAD OPTICAL

I

.... 1 S. Illinois-Dr. J.e. Hmel Optometrist "57·"9!9
,6th ond Mo_, Hemn-Dr. Conferct, OptometAst 9"2·5500

Ju•• Off' c.mpu.

~

(§olb~mitb· ~
Open Until 8:30 p.m. On llondays

811 S.IlIinoi8
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AMERICA'S

SOGGY SEARCH-James Smithson, left, a graduate student in the Department of Zoology,
pauses during his search for an instrument from
the department which was lost in Campus Lake

LARGEST FAMILY CLOTHING

during research operations this winter. Aiding
Smithson is Wong Shung, also a graduate student.
The lost instrument was a kemmer, used to collect water samples at various depths.

Questionnaire Reveals Motives of Freshmen
(Continued

frOIll

Pag. 1)

entering college freshmen.
SIU is compared against universities that are more affluent, and more tradirional:'
Robert McGrath, registrar at
SIU, said. "We've moved so
rapidly that our students reflect the school's immediate
past rather than the present.
"There is a gradual awareness that academic standards
are rising. This isn't quite
the playboy college that we
have the reputation for ...
Students who answered the
questionnaire at the other universities did so at the time
of their orientation to school
while SIU students answered
the questions after a short
period of attendance at SIU.
The freshman class oi next
fall will answer a similar
questionnaire. This time it
will be sent out in the sum-

mer and compared With the
questionnaires answered last
fall.
When asked about how this
survey will affect 51U's administration, McGrath answered. "We have a document which is giving us suf-:.

$0 you're hip and sharp
and haveall kinds of ability.
Now try convencing the
business world of this.
'""ole
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Shop With

Largest

ficient food for thought.IUells
us how our students ~iffer
from other students and what
they thInk of us. It Is up to
us to improve and ':orrcct
and where we have done a
'good job, we must keep up the
good work."

I
I
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in smart new patterns and distinctive
colors •.• ideal for three-season wear!
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and are worth every penny of it!
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Johnson Says

Trade to Red Nations
Gets First Approval

No Compulsary

Rail Arbitration
WASHINGTON (AP)President Johnson ruled out
Wednesday compulsory arbitration to avert a nationwide rail strike but said he
will ask Congress later this
week-perhaps today-to pro'vide machinery for further
mediation.
In a far-ranging surprise
news conference in his office~ Johnson also said he bas
•• no recommendations at this
time" for increasing the number of American troops in
Vietnam and expects no decision along that line in the
next few days or weeks.
The chief executive, in response to questions. took a
philosophical attitude generally toward those who dissem from his Vietnam poli-·
ties. But, when asked for
reaction to recent statements
on the war by Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. he replied:
"We regret when any person
asks the young people of the
country to refuse to servt:
the needs of the country."
Johnson. on other poims,
said he's still pushing for a
six per cent surcharge on
corporate and individual income taxes.
And he said that Republican effons to amend the secondary school aid law would,
in his view. mean meat ax
revision that would be disastrous for young people.

WASHINGTON (AP)-PresIdent Johnson's program to
buUd trade bridges to European Communist nations won
its first congressional test
today when the House Banking
Committee refused to bar U.S.
financing of an automobile
plant in the Soviet Union.
The committee voted 18 to
15 against an amerdent by
Rep. Paul A. Fino. R-N. Y.,
to a bill extending the life of
the Expon-Impon Bank.

Fino's amendment would
have forbidden the government
bank to make any loan. g\: - :antee or insurance agreement
with a government that sends
supplies to a country engaged
in hostilities against the
United States. The amendment
thus would apply to the Soviet
Union, whic h supplies Nonh
Vietnam.
The issue will be renewed
when the bill reaches the
House floor.

~--.
OPTOMETRIST

Dr. C. E. Kendrick
Dwight D. Eisenhower shakes hands with Gen. William G. Westmoreland at the Plllm Springs Airport on Westmoreland's departure
(AP Photo)
back to Vietnam.

Chicago Milk Drought Ends
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CHICAGO (AP)-Chicago's dairy and union represem:amUk drought ended early tives to the meeting in an
Wednesday when drivers and urgent effon to settle the
::~::e~~!~l~~~~~com- ~~i~s~p~ut_e~.__________________~~~~~~~~__~~~________________~~__,

The agreement was reached
2 a.m. after a six-hour
meeting in the office of Mayor
Richard J. Daley.
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Relations, Housing Recommendations Released
(Continued from Page 1)
ommendations for administrative action eir.her in support of or against the "free
university" now operating on
the Carbondale campus. The
commission does r~commend
a study of the reasoning and
the thought processes that led
to its establishment.
Of special concern to most
students is the final recommendation of the report that
states. "We recommend that
when the student becomes 21
years of age. he should be
expected to choose his own
housing and to make other
adult deCisions concerning his
personal life'"
The commission contended
that this recommendation will
provide some satisfactions to
many students and at the same
time relieve the administration of some measure of
responsibility. But some rules
and regulations become absolute necessities. the report
added.
The report also expressed
concern over the operation of
student government. The commission based its concern on
the reaction of students to a
questionnaire survey. The report stated that 48 per cent
of the students said that
student government did not
effectively reflect student desires, and 35 per cent said
that they did not know.
The commission suggested
that student government exits
"not for the essential purpose of getting things done.
but for educational purpose of
providing a certain type of

political-minded student with
synthetic experience:'
The commission recommended that the president appoint a committee composed
of students. faculty. and administrators and charge it
With the undertaking of a
thorough study of all facets
of student government.
In a letter to President
Morris that is printed with the
commission report. commis.. members

"while most of our recommendations appear at first
glance to be innocuous. we
believe the proper observance
of them will work profound
changes on both campuses."
The commission is now asking for comments. pro or
con. on the recommendations
in the report. It wishes comments to be directed to the
Campus Senate. the Faculty
Council and the Graduate

Each council will review
the comments and then submit recommendations to the
University Councll for study.
and then recommendation of
appropriate action will be submitted to the President and
to the Board of Trustees.
President MorriS has ex-

tended his appreciation [0 E.
Claude Coleman. chairman of
the commiSSion. and the commission members for their
two years of work on the
report.
He said that the study is
"complimentary in nature and
of vital importance [0 our
University development."'
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Year-Round
Swimming Pool

• 100% Air Conditioned
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• Laundromat
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iranins- You can _ r them
~ the - " !alias you:
to • picnic. party. school. or
downtown. They're the kind of
slackS that look riaht in any
situatiaft. We haw your size in

700

many colors. "" pre-cuffad
and ready to - .

fro.

~a
STORE FOR MEN

200 S. illinoiS Carboncl.l.

fllEE

BUS SERVICE

-TO CLASS
-TO CRAB ORCHARD
-TO GIANT CITY

Room & Board (INCLUDING UTILITIES) 8275 (Summer
602 E. College

Phone 549-3396
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SHOP AT yOUR ••••

~x

~RoY
. •J

_

TABLETREAT

.

20· oz. LOAF

G BREAD
C
4for79
HAMBURGER or HOT DOG

GBUNSc
2Pkgs.59

lOA

dELLY ROLL _______ Pkg.49'
300 Can

IGA -

~~:~:~H::Lb.

Ib•

45.c

SUNSET INN

Sp••ribs ___________________________ lb.&9'

to 7-lb. Avg. ___ aolb.35'

_______ - - - __ - _lb.

WAFER SlICED

- - - • - - - - - - - - - - -

IGA TAllERIYE U.S.D.A. CHOICE

.

Each

lOA Tablerile -

SHAll PORTIOI-5~
•
Bun PORTION
4ill·
CEITER SECTIOIS ___________ Ib.gl'
•
BOILED HAl
~.lb. 7iIICHUCI STEIIS
59'
- - - - - - - - - - - - - _lb.

lOA 'AILERIlE V.S.D.A. CHOICE

~~.~~.~~~~.~~~~.~!~~.~.:.--_-lb.69'
FRESH RED RIPE ARKANSAS

. STRAWBERRIES

~

:

:

3.u... .nd Dow.

;~;·iutt .Olst. _____________________ lb.W

ISal ___________ Each

Mo,..n P,""

Roll 'ork SlllIgl ____________________ ,b.45'
soc
Pound
Im.l. VIII Stllks __________________
l5'
I " " - 3-0•.
aoc Per
C.lOk WI,_ St..b ___ • _____________
E.chl5'
P'"

3-0•. ",.....

PaLN'd

ParhOft

ke/.... .r.c

I.

romo,.

SaU'". lOu,,,,,d Sauc•• 0,;.0;1

U.......U ....H_ •••••• u2..38'
U.d..... od

........ Ca.

2g

laA

MARGARINE Lb.

8

'.

I
.

-,

YlADDRmII

33

_

if.
1ge
~

• • ___ • • •

.

'111. ,

Each

. ..

1620 W. MAIN

Chili H:; leans

Dark or Ught Kidney Beans
or Red Beans

IGA

Potato Chips _

9-oz. TWln-Sova 10e

PrpetzeIITs~i:S -

retze

tic s-

Your Choice-Plcg.

lC).oz.

lI-oz.

39c

lilt Jrtsit-K_'" ED" gf
Sweet uldeN CurN . . .
TABLERITE QUARTERS

Sm',

v

($)
•

BUTTER

Each6t

ADDVAl~1YTOS,.INGSALADS!

•

BORENS
FOODLINER

..

~:.

&SALAD OIL •• ____ ••

.

Con

~i.~~. ~~~::.,.,.""""~

~

"-

46-oz. Can

32.....

303 Con

IGA

m

I .

GRAPE, ORANGE, PINEAPPLE-GRAPEFRUIT, FRUIT PUNGI

S.ltines. ________________ ~25'
DRINKS • •
S;..
Uquid Detlr'lnt ______________ .S.
.Mt ' ~ t
IGA-48-oz.
~~~~~UB cs
COOKING
C

•

.

12•••. ",g.

Quart·.
.
Jar
with a $5.00 purchase or more

~~i~~~I~ Sprtld---.-----------3·IGA -

IGA

303 Con
2for25'

Spinach ____________ 16'
Hillin, ____________30310-

CHStllb ____________________ ~:--:---~.~

Limit 1
excluding
!4 s;•• c... alcholic beverages. tobacco and fresh dairy items.
J...

Cans

iiiipi....u.::.:;:i~iJ';;ich:~ig,r ____ . __ lb.W Greens __________

c

Nesclfe ____________________ I2-

:CI!;'.~ G SODA
.... " 6 12-oz·49c
lOA Mustard or Turnip

'I!U'

I~.:.:.:·~:,~·::.:.·~.~·;~;·,:.:~::.~·J:;·················· .. :

Colo. Orange, Grape. Blade.
Cherry, Lemon Lime, Ginger
Ale, Root Beer, Low Col Colo

Slicl. Ilcon ________________________ lb.S.

~

~ It's time for Strowberry Shortcakes! ~

® II

Con

laA Tablorile· May"""

i Q STllArtW21-::t:·ET99cO~5y'.i SALAD DRES SING
UI

11 e

PORK &
BEANS ••
303
PEAS __ •• __ •• 17'

73 e

Lb.

Pillsbury
49' CWFORIII ENDIVE or ROMIIIIE __ ...nchl ..
FLOUR 2511t'b i2.03fiRIi~ciiROTS _______ •_____ . __ 2:·1l
5lb.lta
a

Freshon the Cob
!~!R!~~!~:;~;. Latgo.S"'lk.2~
CO RN Full Ear Each 6~~ GOLDEII.EUCIOUSI"LES __ • __ .la.....

__.___

lUSH ROtItDA

VWIICII ORIIIGES_. __________ -5:.41'
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Tau Kappa Epsilon social
fraternity bas initiated 18
members.
They are Rick Wood. Gilman; Tom Tuscher, Oak Park;
Ken FiX, Wheaton; Dann Dun,
Hardin; Dennis Alexander,
Bloomington; Gerald Giese,
West Chicago; Bill Ellsworth,
Boston, Mass.; Dennis McMillan, Berwyn; Mike Freeman,
Wheaton.
Mike Jobnson, Wheaton; Bill
Laptnskas. Cbicago; DonWalgast, Naperville; Don Doroff.
Monon Grove; Ralph Prevo,
Marshall; C r a I g Whitlock.
Kane; David McNeil, Carbondale; Joe Bunge, Cbicago am
Walter Welch. Melrose Park.
Tau Kappa Epsilon also
pledged 13 during winter quarter. They are Charles Bowser. Syossat, Long Island,
N.Y.; Mitchel Cohen.Chicago;

Bill Elliot. Alton; Tom Gayne.
Chicago; James Heyer. Oak
Park; John Kommers. BloomIngton.
James Lawler, Urbana;
Roben Liss. Skokie; James
McKay. Morton Grove; Many
Miller. Skokie; Ted Shobe.
Alton; Gerald Sturm. Robens
and Richard Styles. Cbicago.

WALL STREET
"QUADS"
1207 South Wall Street
Telephone 457-4123

1 FACT SHEET
Question: Are the Quads a FUllY
ACCEPTED LIVING CENTER?
Answer: YES

WHAT IS IT?-This isn't the latest in "op" or
"pop art, but components of a carnival ride
which will lJe one of the attractions of the Spring

2

Question: It Is it EXPENSIVE?
Answer: NO:ln lIIost casH it islHs
expensi"e than your present housing,
with total costs including food,
a.ounting to LESS than $300.00 per
quarter.

3

Question: Are you required to purchase
A MEAL TICK En
Answe~ NO-All apart.ents have 0 fully
equipped kitchen. IT IS NOT A DORMNO meal tickets are availalt'e.

4

Question: How is it FURNISHf!)?
Answer: FULLY furnished with WALL TO
W ALL CARPETING and AIR
CONDITIONING.
Question: HOW MANY people to a room?
Answer: All apartments with two
exceptions ha"e TWO PERSONS PER
BEDROO M. AND FOR SUMMER,
EVEN FEWER.
Question: How LARGE are the apart.ents?
Answer: Approxi.ately 1200 SQUARE FeET
which is the size of a s.all house. This is
almostTHREETIMESTHE SPACE PER
STUDENT required university regulation.
We belie"ethey are the MOST
SPACIOUS in Carbondale.

Festival midway. It will consist of 19 booths,

AAUPCh.pler10 Meel
The SIU chapter of the
American Association of Uni;rersity Professors will meet
6:45 p.m. Monday at the Pine
Room of the LBJ Restaurant.
The dinner and meeting will
be not so much as business as
a chance to enjoy eachotber's
company for the last meeting
of the year. according to
Robert B. Harrel. secretary.

Ham & Beans
with cornbread

80

(in Steak House till 5)
(in Little Brown Jug or
Pine Room anytime)

SteakhouSe

"Specializing

Entire Stock

in Sportswear"

SPRING

5

JACKETS

33%%
OFF

V.I ... $15.00

One Group

SLACKS
NOW
s 5 00 V.lue $10.00

Men's Store
715 So. Univ......ilt"

6

7

8

Question: Is there a SWIMMING POOL?
Answer: One is being constructed to It.
approxi.ately 20 X 50 plus SUN DECK
AREA and lATH HOUSE.
Ouestion: Do you have any VACANOES?
Answer: We are now accepting application
for contracts from both .en and wo.en. For
Su •• er and Fal f.Weha"e SPEOAL RATES
FOR SUMMER.

We Invite Comparison
Check Other living Centers And Compare Them To l's.

May.t, 1967
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Prusok Advocates More Active Role for Students
By Carl Courtnier
(Third in a series)
Administrator Ralpb E.
prusak believes
students
should assume a more active
role in the university.
"Students sbould be more
involved in legitimate concerns," Prusole, aSSOCiate
dean of student affairs, sind.
Prusok was asked his opinion of recent warnings issued
by Clark Kerr, former University of California President. in a Loole magazine
interview.
Kerr warned universities
and colleges to act to solve
their own internal problems
before widespread campus un. rest leads to the rise of militant national student unions.
Although not dismissing
Kerr's
beedings,
Prusok
seemed doubtful of the certainty of the pronouncement.
He felt the lack of involvement by the majority of stu-

dents in campus movements,
protest or otherwise makes
the possible rise of the unions
unlikely.
If sucb organizations did
appear, they would in all likelibood only represent minorities, Prusok ventured.
Prusak documented his
stand witb findings from a
rl-cent survey taken of rhe
30,000 students at the University of Wisconsin.
The survey conducted by
tbe University's survey researcb lab. revealed that only
six percent of tbe student
body was dissatisfied witb the

struction, and that 86 per cent
He cited a current example
felt the administration could on Southern's campus.
"There 8!'e a group of male
be trusted in dealings witb
and about student affairs.
students who are concerned
Prusok beld this to be a
good indication of tbe laC'1e of
5110
student unrest.
Prusok said thatintbeevent
$329
students should unite to bring
about a change in a university administration's poliCieS,
tbe adJ· ·'nistration could do
nothing ... ,t reCiprocate, if tbe
change was a legitimate proposal. Prusole advocates tbis
kind of movement.
"Too often, small groups
m~nufacture issues," Prusak
n05W.Main

about women's bourse We've
beard hardly a tbing from the
women students. They're not
saying very mucb at a]1"

DINNER BUCKET BARREL - $4

!S!ai~d:'._ _- - - - -_ _====================~

quality of tbe school's in-

Art Auction Scheduled
An art auction originally
scheduled at 4 p.m. Sunday.
the last day of the Student Art
Fair and Spring Festival, will
be held instead at 2 p.m.
Col. Blacley Moro will be the
auctioneer.

liB-lAB
MACHINES

PRINTS

.....,

11TH CISE

Fine Ouality Rerroductions

..... SlNGa· ....... NWing.-chlne .................................. . . . . .
- - . Iobbin ftts neat ...... MeClI•• SINGEl ......, at. few ....., ...., ......

of the Great Masters.

SINGER

Y2 PRICE

126S.llIinois

Carbondale

Beef

Whole

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
519 E. Main

Fryers

Ib.25e

FREE DELIVERY
Whole

Of

Liver
Round
Steak
Bluebell Sliced
Bacon

Ib.39c

Ib.75c
lib.
pkg.

65c

Half

Boneless Ham Ib.8ge
Old Judge
lib.
can

Coffee
AG (Limit I)
Calif. Sunkist

Orang'es

Doz.

5ge

Texas New

Red Potatoes

Flour
Detergent

Duz

Ib.45c
(Purchase ot 3 Ibs. or more)
AG Pineapple

1~.2ge

Large Vine Rippened

O
:-

79

e

4;~s79c

Cocktail

Del Monte

Cr. MlRaoms & Chlck.n N.odl. C.mpbell

Tuna

3

%
Cans

81° 0

Tissue

Soup
Crisco

3 pkgs.89c

Waldorf
'b.2ge

!'an

AG Fruit

Betty Crocker

New Texas

3

Corned Beef 1l.!z·S5c

Green Cabbage Ib.10C Cake Mix
Tomatoes

Giant
Size

Lean Ground

Amour
101'os.79c

New Texas

Yellow Onions

Sib.
Bag

6ge
Beef
45c
6ge Juice

Oil

3cans49C

24 oz.
Lti.

49c

Amour

4 roll pkg.

31e Treet

12 oz.
can 5 6 c
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Hig hway 13 and Reeds Station Rd.

LOOK

~

~""~"",(~"~-

what
a

...

~b

..

~,',
,.

::

.

Girls
PO/os·
$JOO
Regular Sr.'?
Sizes 3-J4

Gills
Slacks

will buy
at Say-Mart!
~,~i:h

'1 00

~egu/or $1.97

S'zes 3-.14

Skimmers

B z cool convas uppers .•.flexible
c'::i!; soles ••• Block. tan or blue
SiEes 4}l- 10

Ilal;anl .. parled

Sandals,

Top quality leathers .• .finest Itallon
craftsmanship ... cushion imersoles ..
Tan, block or white Sizes 4~-10

$3 97

it's time \., ';
A Ne'" Look in Ca""as Casuals!

for a

Open Toe & Heel
Non·skid cushion soles...
cool, washable vppen...
Sizes 4~ to 10 ill tan only

2 79

S

Crisp, White Hat

""

Nothin says sunmer like crisp white. Meet the sun in

~hese

Camp~s

favorite

of
pretty off the face styles. Select from on
one
" of straws and fabrics in tailored shapes or
.llb
t q es
assortmenT
.
Some fl orals in the group. PI oxes, 0 u ,
softies.

Dressy flats

~
"
' "--"-<>-

clothes and others.

Inte ..sting new T·strap
style ... white, tan or black

r-t'~

-. .

crushed leother...
Sizes 4Y2-IO

$

3 97

$3 57

Me;y 4~ 1967
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Odd Bodkins

Ilfln1mlln1l TOIlnIeJ'
Dates Announced
First round match results
in the intramural horseshoe
tourney must be turned in no
later than Saturday, second
round results no later than
May 11 and third round
matches no later than May 17.
Fjrst round match 'results
in the tennis tournament must
be in by May 12. second round
results by May 18 and third
round matches by May 24.
Handball results for the
first round must be turned in
by May 15. second round results by May 22 and third
round results by May 29.

Saluki Tennis Team Trounces Purdue, 7-2
SIU's tennis team defeated
Purdue's doubles team of
The Badgers of Wisconsin
Purdue Tuesday, 7-2, brIng- Wald and Stone defeated VU- should c.ffer the Sal\lkis some
ing its record to 10-0 for the larete and Sprengelmeyer by rugged competition. Southern
season. The Salukis will be in default. Yang and Maggiore has already bested two big
Madison, Wis., Saturday to teamed to defeat Fischer and ten opponents tbis season. Be-

take on the University of
Wisconsin.
Jose Vmarete, 8-2 on the
season, was defeated by Phil
Wald, 6-2 and 6-4. Mike
Sprengelmeyer, 7-3 for tha
season defeated Don Stone.
6-0 and 6-1.
Johnnie Yang, 9-1 for the
season, defeated Wayne
Fischer 6-4 and 6-3. Jay
Maggiore, 10-0, beat Dale Moline, 6-1 and 6-1. Jerry Graver, 5-1, defeated Larry
Lucey, 6-0 and 6-1. Lothar
Hansen bested Ron Testa, 6-4
and 8-6.
The Saluki doubles team won
two of the three double'J
matches from the Boilermakers.

Moline, 6-.~ and 6-3. Garver
and Hansen ended the meet by
defeating Lucey and Testa,
6-1 and 6-3.
Hansen was makinghisfirst
appearance for Coach Dick
LeFevre's team.

sides the victory over Purdue
Tuesday. the Salukis own a
victory over Winols. The Sa- .
lukls will playlndlanaUnlversity on May 15 to complete
Its schedule against Big Ten
foes.

Give Herthe Very Best
Barrieini

Sine. H.rb Alp.rt .ill
b. h.r. Sunday, • • •iII
b. op.n for your
con~.ni.nc. at

(of Ne. York)

"The Finest Chocolates "

~ ft33"

rL4fliS
lal CI141 SII.

NOON TILL 8 P.M.

Sf,eakhoole

121 N.
Washington
Carf:!!:lndale

Murdale Shopping Center

Daily Egyptian Classified Action Ads
The Dai'y Egyptian res_15 .... right ... reject any _ _ rtish

FOR SALE
(jrJlf clu~ .• [·rand new, neVer ust:d.
Still in plastk cover. Sell for half.

Call

7-~33~.

191>5 Honda 90
Bob, 3-2860.

1067
blac~.

Must go. CaU
3U98

6 Speoker AM-I'M-LW -SW StercoPhfJno. 3; Wan, Phillips Amp_ Garrard turntable, $UU. Ph. 3-5lH. Ask
for Rip Harris.
3100
camera~

Canon

35 mm retails 5l50.

Sell $150. Ph. 9-5734 evenlnlls. 31U8
1!J61'J Rambler,. standard shift, radiO,
call 549-1059. ;215.
311U
It.>n.) Yamaha, ~5cc, Good cond. $180
or b<,st "ffer. 708 E. College /13U.
3111
19~6 Honda 50, only used l terms.
Perfect cond. Low mileage. White,
1/3 off or best offer. Call 7-7487.
3111

19fd CorV31r Monza, black, -4-Slkt!d,
Low mllt:agc. call 9-.lI).':i or ~-58':o'4.

3113
l~h" VW mechanically perfect. Mus,
scll. C 1(,"40 in"ildt.' and out. tJ-OlbJ.
:\114

19M "J R:S l rlumph. ;i "ups, Must
5.5(1). Ph. 'i49-.;1Jh8.

$,(OU.

311~

19nh T Tlumph, :)(jfJc~, Sc rambler.Must
sell .. Bt:st off,~·r .. 9_OfJlJ3. :iU9 f:... rn:e-

:\117
III Ponti •.u;. 38lJ. 348 h p• 3-.1:'5. . .
spcl·d.
pos,i. alum. whf.."ds. m.tny
C'Ut".h', Greg Smilh. Rm tlu') S.A.R .. ff.

:iH:;

t}'~..!_.!.!nI.

H x .!.J.

-r r-dlk·r .. In. . ·'pl·n!'>lvt.·

priv;tll.'

"·ull ~il.L" ~af)vt.· &. Rt.:fng ..
EJrly .\ml'rh:.ln Interif)r. -I-;7-..!.,;05 ..
:l1J'i

Two Dunlop ReClUne , ..... [lres, Less
th'1n 1000 miles; Alum, finned valve
covers for 160-189. also Sct of big
valves for ~60-:!89; Holley and Ford
~ barrel carbs. Call 7-4~7i.
3137
Dunlop <ires. H x 145 for MGB.
1500 miles. $35 fc>r a set. Ph. 4576574 after 5 p.m.
AIl06
Air conditioned 1960 Dodge Polara.
(the big one) Good mileage. pwr
steer, brake good condo Call \/-3581
nites.
3134
65 Allstate 25Occ. 600 0 miles. call
Ron, Rm 2~5. WY2-2551 or Ext 52.
SI:!8
1959 Trailer, 10 x 50 air condo TV
wash.er. Furnished. Cedar Ln. Ct.32
3129
1966 blue X-6 With rack. Well cared
for. $635 or offer. COPle and look
at thiS one' 549-5n3.
3130
6b Suzuki, X-6 Hustler. noo miles.
$575. Call 457.8179 after 5 PM.3133
1956 Chevy has completely rebuilt.
.!65 V-8. 3 sp. stk •• new painr and
tires. SJOO. Call 549-1875 anytime.
3135
196] Mobile home 55 x 10 air cond.
$2000, 9·36;5 after 6 PM.
3136

Housetrailer _ lU x 5>1. Good quality.
washer. shady 1m .. carpered 7-5437.
3138
66 Triumph Bonne. Low miles. Ex.
condo Stuck. Call after 9 pm, $1,100.
3-3.;66.
3140
19hO Detroiter 10 x 51. Good cond.

and loc"tion. Carbondale 7-5154. 3l,I
Antigu\.· fine old Aml.'rican C hipper.dale piece. Hall-and-C law desk. Makt.'r-s name and number. Call 'J.... 35 after h.
AIU99

h(ill~inJ.!.

[rad,-'r $'I :( -~1. C.trpt.'h:L!, clt-'om!
tIll'; I,.• P.J:"k. h··hi.IO W.1sh
hOU!'jl'.
lJ-~.!~I.J..

31..!l'

We sdl 3:1d buy
'149-1i8.!.

Lrvt.' sh fr. BfI.1 Constricror. Bt..·st
fltfl'r. l).lvt,.'. lJ-:i51lJ..
JUS
N6h
nt-'W.

S'Jz'Jki • ..!5Ue.'....

9lJ:i-~:Bn.

11 f(Jot

fUH.·r~Jass

l !'Opt.',,·d. Like

3131
s.u:t''M:t.:n.

d.JCfijfi

s.uls,
J1UmlnUm bm.:n dod molst.
carry un ~ •.tr (Up. flhun\,,' 4)-.,4·U.
AIJI;~

furniwn: .. Ph.
Al109

Be.lutiful AKC. r..,·gistcrcd Pekinese
puppies. Reasonably pr Ic~d. 684-4\1U.
,\1111

'oJ i'l,rd Cfmv •• -I sJX.'\.:<.I WH" s(!.;n,;C)
,1>'\0. C~II ~-!7H3.
:l1!1

it. Chevy n-cyJ .. Slkk. GOlld Cond.
n~sr off. . . r .. Ph. 9-19:in..
3l.! ....

uSl.'d

FOR RENT
I\pproved housing for men. Contracts
now ror summer &. fall terms. Efficiency Apt, aIr conditioned. wood
paneling. modern kitchen. Close [0
campus and [own .. $l:!'l. per quaner
Lincoln Man()r, =;09 S. Ash_ Ph. 91309 for comract.
BIOS ..
J9/13 New Moon mobile home. 10
" =)5. 'rwe bedroom, front dlRin~.
exc. cond. New 3lr-conditioner &.
wash machine Opl. See at 'I Fro::;t

';t.

3093

j

copy. No refunds _ cancelled us.

[raller
spacl.·s under
shade, water. sewer. garbage pick-up
Furnished. $21.50 per month. Ph.
985-4793.
3095

C ar[ervih~

Girl. Apt. With 3 for the regt of the
quarter. Very niCe. 419 S. Washington 1st or lnd floor. Phone 7"884.
3099

Looking for accomodations for
summe-r and fall quarters? Join us
at Wilson Hall for men. Price f,r
tho quality Is hard to beat. Enj.>y
indlvidually air-conditioned rooms.
and poolsidt.· [his summer. PIen[y

of sunbathing area; Co:,,'ner of Park
and Wall. Call Don.Clucas 457-2!69.
BW88

Housetrailer. Desoto, 10 x 50, aircondo Couple only. Ph. 867-2143. B1089

Country House for rent-nine room
modernized n'luse, .!.l miles north
of campus, Rts. 13 .. 127. Large
yard and garden plot. double garage.
summer kitchen; access to wooded
area, and 2-acre fishing lake. $75
per month. Write D. Grubb, 224
Carroll Ave., DeKalb. Ill. 0:: call
756-6690.
3123

Carbondale Mobile homes, new 2
IxIrm. IOx50, Air Concl. Special summer rates. Call -157--1422.
BI093

For summer &: fall accomodations ..
call Village Rentals first. 7·414-1.
BI092

3 rooms for girls. Newly decorated

Approved housing for women. Contracts now.for summer term. Efficiency Apt. Air conditioning. modem
kitchen. private bath, With lub. Wood
paneling. C lose to campus and tOWn.
$125. per quarter. Prolomey Towers.
504 5. Rawlings. Ph. 7-6471 for contr:>c' o>r Peggy Shanle, 549-3278,81055
Now renting for summer qt. [0 male
students. (upper·cJassmenpreferred)
Cooking privileges and TV room incl.
SIOO per qt. Ph. 457-4561 or 549-2030.
BI083

Bouse [railer 12 x. 5:;. air conditioned
Giant City 81acktop Road. phone 92384. after 5.
81077
Approved housing for men.. Contracts
now for fall t"rm. Efficiency Apt.
Air condi[loning. modernkatchen. private bath, With tub. Wood paneling.
C lose to campus and town. ,)155. per
quarter. Prolorncy Towerd. 504 S.
Rawlings. Ph. 7-6471 for contract•
BI073
R".!duc(..'d rares for sumn,~r check on

air-condiTioned mobile homes. Check
our prices bef"rc you sign any contract phone 9-3374. Chuck's Rentals.
BIU80
Summer quarter approved housing
(01' men and women. Room and board
$275. (includinll utilities) 10flIK air
conditioned. Free bus service to
class, bus goes to Crab OrchardGiant CIty on wcekends. Swimming
pool. See ad. UniVerSl[Y City Residence Halls. 60l East College. Ph.
9.3396.
BI075
Carbondale houstrailers, aif -condo I
bdrm. S50/mo. ! bdrm S7S/mo 3
bdrm $IUO/mo. plus utilities. starting summer [f:rm. 2 mi. from caf.'lpus, Robinson Rentals. Lake Heigt,ts
addition. Ph. 5..9-15l3.
BIlUI

.. new management. Special rates
for summer. Cooking privileges. 4572840.
BI096
Apts. Carbondale, air condo Newly
constructed. I bdrm $100 Mo. plus
utilities. 2 mi. from campus. Staning summer tenn. Robinson Rentals
Lake
Heights additiOn.. 549·l533.
811UO

Apartmen[s fer sludt:nls. summer
term. Acc"pted Iiving:enters for
men and ¥lomeR. Ambassalfor. Lynda
Vista. Montclair. $130. '0 $157.:;0
per person per term. Modern. airconditioned. S.R. Schoen. -157-2036.
Bl103
Air conditioned apt. for two male
students. Also sleeping rooms. Summer rentals. Phone 457·6286. BIIIO
Canerville ApI. 'New Del·Mar. 4
large rooms fully carpeted. Air
condo Furnished $130 , unfurnished
$100. 985-4789 or 985-2058.
Sll12
Carbondale single cool sleeping room
in private home for gendeman .. Near
duwntown. Phone 9-1135.
81113
Murphysboro mobile home, IOx50. a~r
condo water furnished. Couple. $7,..
No. 549-1778 after 5.
BIII4
Attention Summer S[udenls; Approved
housing for men. air conditioning
suite rooms. meal contracts. offered
laundry faciliries, lounge &. televislon.
Convenient location to rown ira campus.
Study rooms. storage rooms. $100
per q~arter. 507 5. Ash St.. Ph ...
9-.Uli for contract.
BI1I5

WANTED
~et."d

tach 8 y;rand or mono'. (all
Louie, 4S7-!343.
3IJ\l7

Wanted: Used 35mm SLR. prefer
Pentax or Mlnolla. Call Jim 9-2786.
3115

HELP WANTED
Wanted for summer and/or faU quarter. C o-ed to assist handicap srudenr..
Share
TP room, $150. a mo. Call
3-3484.
3105
Female student to aid disabled female smdent. daily living actiVities.
Fall quafler 1907. Must share TP
room. Excellent salary! call 33477.
3126
Boy for yard work and mowing Spring.
summer. faU. Can arrange hours.
C ..II 7-4144.
C 1095
Teachers. excellent nationwide positions In all subjects in public schools
communllY
and senior colleges.
Salary: $5.500-$11,000. Register wid!
International Teacher and Administrator Placement, P.O. Box 6014.
Cincinnati, Ohio. 45206. (Ager.~y)
CII05
3.000 this summer opportunities unIJmitedl Areas in Southern III. from
Madison. St. Clair_ Bon"'. Fayene.
Marion, Jefferson counties south to
Cairo. Apply at the Student Activities C eilter. 10, 12, or 2 p.m. CI098

SERVICes OFFERED
All Ihumbs? Send your typing to
Shirley. Just call 687-1212 from 9-4
or call 426-3138.
3107
NeL'<i a French Tutor? Experienced
teacher. M.A. In French. 549-5682.
3127
Typing term papers. experience4.
Reasonable. Ph. 9-5573 or 7-8765.
ElI07

LOST
Man's billfold, Arena locker rOlllm.
Keep money. Remrn to Arena Manager. No quesU~ns asked.
31O.f

Ring: Men's onyx "Warrior's head'"
wilh gold band. Lost between Lawson
and U. Center. Generous Reward!
Conract Jim at Librat'y C irculalion
Vesk weekdays 8-12.
3106
Lost: Large tan-colored cc·llie on
wcst side of [own. Has Hinsdale
tags. Phone 9-1474. Reward offered.
3132
Woman's r~:d purse. Losr. lI""ward.
Cal! ';49-157/1.
3139
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Salukis Post 26-6-1 Record Despite Hitting Deficiencies
By Bill Kindt
The Saluki baseball team
will continue its three week
road trip this weekend at Omaha, Neb. for a two g~me series
with Creighton University
Friday and Saturday and
a single game With Offutt Air
Force Base Sunday.
Southern, despite a lack of
consistent hitting in recent
weeks, has managed a wonlost record of 26-6-1 for a
percentage of .SI8. ..\fter
going through the first 25
games without a shutout.

Southern has been whitewashed in three of the last
seven games.
A return to the hiUing form
that has netted the Saluki offense a total of 194 runs this
season may yet come. Two
developments may bring this
about.
The Urst is the return of
senior outfielder Paul pavesich. Pavesich was hitting the
ball well and playing fine defensive baseball before a knee
injury sidelined him after the
Saluki-Ball State game early
in April. Pavesich, who has
a .30S batting av~rage, played

last weekend against Western
Kentucky and he appears fit
for the rest of the season.
The second development is
the resurgence of Dwight
Clark's batting. Clark, who
led the team with a .404
average April 7 but fell to
.27S, broke out of a slump
against the HiIltoppers and
raised his average to .292.
The big first baseman had
three hits in as many trips
to 'he plate and drove in four
runs in the first game of last
Saturday's twin bill.
Barry O'Sullivan still leads
the Salukis in virtually every

offensive department. He
leads the team in batting
average with a norm of .309,
RBI's with 25, runs scored
with 27, and is tied for the
team lead in hits with 30,
doubles (six) and home runs
(five).
Pavesich, having appeared
in only 15 games at this point
in the season, leads the Salutis in stolen bases with five.
Southern's combined team
average is .265 compared to
the opponents' average of .209.
SIU has outscored the opposition 194-S8, outhit the opponents 256-IS9 and hit 25
home runs to the opponents'

end. He started O'sullivan at
third base in place of the
weak hitting Dick Bauch and
played an outfield of Pavesich
in left, Nick Solis in center
and Jim Dykes or Don Kirkland in right.
O'Suilivan, if he can play
tbe poSition, would be an asset
at third. He would replace
Bauch, whose average has
dipped to .203, and Dykes
would be able to alternate
with Kirkland in right. Dykes
is bitting .325 at the presenc
time, though be has only batted
40 times, and Kirkland is
hitting .269 with some timely
bits.

11.

SIU Coaches Named to Committee
Stu basketball Coach Jack
Hartman and track Coach Lew
Hartzog have been selected
as members of the seven-man
Scholar - Athlete advisory
committee of the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch.
As members of the committee the two coaches will
help screen 110 St. Louis
area high school scholar-athletes and choose seven for
recognition from the American
Academy of Achievement.
These seven will be honored
at the Academy's annual ban-

quet of the Golden Plate in
Dallas. The seven names will
be announced May 26.
Other coaches selected to
the committee include Joe
Brehmer, basketball coach at
St. Louis University, Dan Devine, University of Missouri
football coach. Dave puddington, Washington University of
St. Louis football coach and
Lamar Ottsen, former Olympic coach.
Gene Vance, athletic direcror at the
of l1Ii-

nois, was also named to the
committee.
The committee will make
the choice based upon the
aca demic
and
athletic
achievements of the 110 senior
athletes. Other prominent
sports figures and educators
will join the seven-member
coaches' board in an advisement capacity.
Announcement of these persons is expected to be made
later in the week by the Post-

The pitching staff has held
the opposition to 2.52 runs
per game.
Don Kirkland has a record
of 8-3 so far with a fine
earned run averwge of 1.70.
Howard Niclcason is 6-1 on the
season and has an even smaller ERA of 1.28. Skip Pitlock,
who bas been suffering from
control problems. is 6-1 with
an ERA of 3.24.
With Pavesich back in the
lineup, Coach Joe Lutz did
a liule lineup shuffling against
Western Kentucky and this will
likely be the case this week-

OVERSEAS DELIVERY
See

EPPS

."Lt.·~~
Highway 13 East
457·2114
5-4812

c:.....,
• Modern Equipment
.Pleasant Atmosphere
• Dates play free

Rehab Overtake VTI
In Bowling league
Rehab regained its lead in
the Faculty-Staff Bowling
League by taking two out of
three contests with second
place VTI last week.
Rehab leads VTl by .5 of
a point.

BILLIARDS

lVow renting•••

MOBILE HOUSING
Auyope ean live in Approved Housing
Check these ad van tages .••

~ Lowest cost housing per student.

~

Quiet study a.reas.

~

Your own good food.

Tie Special
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
All $3.50 thick,SilkTies for

~

~

$2.50.

New Arrivals

Midnight snacks & coffee when
you want.

Male Casual Jean

Cut~rrs.

All new colors including

Privacy.

white, navy and striped denim.

Many more. (ask our renters)

§

~

Chuck's Rentals
104 So. Marion
Phone: 549-3374
OPEN 9-5 WEEKDAYS,
9-12 SATURDAY
lesse.pensive, better housing for students
"YOU CAN PAY MORE,BUTYOUCAN'TGETBETTER"

~

lt

!

Mnrdale Shopping Cenler
~~--=--~~--J

The Recommendations of the
Commission to Study the Role
Of the University in Society and
The Role and Participation of
Students in University Affairs.
by
Claude Coleman, Chairman
Irving W. Adams~ AssiHtant Dean of Student Affairs
David Bertel8en~ Graduate Student
James E. Bollinger
Martha Edmison
Robert Handy, Director of Auxlliary Enterprises
William Hardenbergh, Associate Professor
Cora " Corky" Hilliard
George R. Mace, Assistant Professor
William L. Patton, Jr.
William J. Richter, Jr.
Patrick Riddleberger, Professor

Today the Daily Egyptian and the
Alestle are printing in a supplement
the full text of the report of the
Commission to Study the Role of
the University in Society and the
Role and Participation of Students
in University Affairs. It is being
presented in this form so that as
many of the students and staff as
possible can receive copies.
It would be desirable tohearfrom
a great many students and members
of the faculty not only on specific
items of disapproval but also on
tbose items with which you are in

full agreement. In order to receive
the fullest possible reactions
to these recommendations, it is
also suggested that the various councils may wish to hold open meetings
to which students and members of
the faculty are invited.
While the Commission has made
an intense effort to sound out student,
alumni, and faculty sentiment
through a questionnaire, informal
meetings, and open hearings, rapidly
changing conditions make continuous
communication with all members of
the university community neces-

sary. Students on the Edwardsville
Campus may send their reactions
to Mr. William Cl07er, Vice-President of the Student Body, and students on the Carbondale Campus
may similarly write to Miss Ann
Bosworth at the Student Government office. Graduate students may
address their comments to Dean
William Simeone of the Graduate
School. Members of the University
faculty and other staff members
may address comments to Mr.
Robert Layer. Chairman of the
Faculty Council.

SUPPLEMENT TO:
The Daily Egyptian
Southern Illinois University

The Alestle
Southern Illinois University

Carbondale, Illinois

Edwardsville, Illinois
Thursday, Marti, 1967
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April 18, 1967

William L. patton, Jr:.
William J. Richter, Jr.

President Delyte W. Morris
Southern Illinois UniverSity

Patrick Riddleberger, Professor

Students Recommended

INDEX Part I

Whether or not one believes that
some sort of law of justice prevails in the affairs of men, that
for every mistake men make some
penalty will be invoked. that for
every instance of tyranny, greed,
cruelty. and discrimination, time
will exact payment in tears. pain,
and misery-whether one believes
in this sort of rough approximation of justice or not, it does appear
certain that for our fallures in
bringing up our cbildren, we suffer
for longer than a generation.
The tantrum theory must not he
employed to account for all students
now attending colleges and universities but it appears to explain from
five to ten percent. In far too many
American homes, the parents, remembering their own privations and
sufferings during the tbirties, have
brought up their children in an
atmosphere of affluence. The cbild
discovered, even in pre-school days,
that he could get about everytbing
he wanted simply by asking for it.
He also learned that if he did not
get what he wanted immediately
by simple request, he couid throw a
tantrum and get it. By lying on the
floor and kicking up bis heels and
screaming, he could pressure bis
weak parents into giving bim just
about any dangerous. useless, gaudy
toy bis little heart desired. Later
he prolonged his tantrum into fits'
of pouting and sulking and so obtaine~
chemistry sets, bicycles,
candles and cokes, and other goodies
long before he needed them or could
profit by them. He was having dates
and going to adults -only movies at
te? or eleven. He was taking long
trIpS by plane and train and bus
and boat before he knew the multiplication table. What nonsense! He
still does not know the multiplication table nor ever will.
This spoiled brat goes to college
and continues to throw bis tantrums.
He expects everything-grades,
parties. lectures, entertainment,
luxurious housing and food, cars,
motorcycles. and a great many other
items that simply do not occur to
old folks. His bighest term of approval consists of saying "It's all
right," and no one is going to hear
that sort of language often because
hardly anything is all right. When
he gets all these privileges and
rewards, be receives them as a
matter of course. When he does not
get them, he yells about bis rights
and promotes protest movements
and demonstrations. He rejects the
philosophy of in loco parent~s without
bothering to understand the term
(see NSA Codification of Policy
1965-1966. pp. 45-46). He preaches
the Gospels that the Creator endowed
him with certain inalienable rights.
and that God is dead.
It seems Certain that the colleges
and universities will have a percentage of these spoiled brats to
put up With for a couple of decades.
At the same time that there is
universal clamor for higher education, these unhealthy problem
children inflict their presence upon
us. There are problems enough
without them. The great expense of
construction, the accelerating demands for teacher services in all
sorts of new areas, the demands
of business, government, and medicine for research facilities, and the
increasing pressures from legitimate student groups for greater
realism in teaching and greater
recognition of student needs in

Dear President Morris:
Tbe recommendations submitted
herewith represent almost two years
of study. Generally speaking, they
ask for more personal attention to
undergraduares, particularly sophomores and freshmen, and for more
involvement between faculty members and students.
We should like to remind you also
of a point wbich you are doubtless
aware of, that great differences
exist between the two campuses,
and t!tat the [leeds of the students
at Edwardzyi!l<:> will change considerably with the building of dormitories.
Wbile most of our recommendations appear at first glance to be
innocuous, we believe the proper
observance of them will work profound changes on both campuS(:·s.
In general, we approve of the
expanding university services. The
university must serve the public in
many ways.
However, we feel that administrative concentration upon these
problems of expansion has led sometimes to neglect of our primary
obligation to serve undergraduates
as well as we possibly can.
We have felt at times that even
when wise and necessary decisions
affecting student life have been
made, they ha<re not been managed
well in their announcements. In
fact, we doubt if deciSions should
ever be "announced." Usually, they
s.ho~ld be made known through contlnumg consultation with the persons most affected.
In conclusion we should like to
re-affirm our unanimous feeling
that "much is right with the university."
All of us stand ready to assist
in clarification or justification of
these recommendations if any such
defense or amplification should be
needed.
The members of the Commission will be interested in your
reactions to our recommendations
and. should further consultation ~
needed, we shall be pleased to have
you communicate with us to discuss
the means of implementing these
recommendations.

Sincerely,
The Commission to
role of the university
and to study the role
cipation of students in
.Affairs.

study the
in society
and partiuniversity

:::Iaude Coleman, Chairman
Irving W. Adams
Assistant Dean of Student Affairs
David Bertelsen, Graduate Student
James E. Bollinger
Martha Edmison
Robert Handy
Director of Auxiliary Enterprises

Dismissal of Rioting Students
Recommended
2A A Study of Rights Recommended
2B A Committee for the Study
of Rights Recommended
2C
Publicity of Committee's
Discoveries Recommended
3A Change in Statutes Recommended
3B Student Representation Recommended
4 A Recommendation that Precipitate Action be Avoided
5 Study of Greek Letter Organizations Recommended
6 Strengthening of Judicial Board
System Recommended
7 Greater Rapport Between Students. Faculty, and Administrators
Recommended
8A Rank of Professor of the University Recommended
8B Rewarding of Effective Teaching as a Primary, Urgent Consideration Recommended
9
A Committee to Study the
University Recommended
10
A Study of all Facets of
Student Government Recommended
11 Independent Student Newspaper
Recommended
l2A ExpanSion of Athletics Recommended
12B
Emphasis upon Olympic
Sports Recommended
.
13 Student Opinion upon Relevance of Subject MaUer Recommended
14A Experiments with Curriculum Recommended
14B Encouragement of Departments to Undertake Experiments
Recommended
14C Alternative Curricula Recommended
15 A New System of Advisement
Recommended
16 A New Plan for Convocation
Recommended
17
Review of Administrative
Attitudes Recommended
18
Scrutiny of Questionnaire
Results Recommended
INDEX Part II
19
Study of Free University
Recommended
20 Continuous Study of Student
Sentiment Recommended
21 Improvement of Faculty-Student Relations Recommended
22 Creation of Faculty Discussion
Groups Recommended
23
Limitation of Research
Projects Recommended
24 Expansion of Area Services
Recommended,
Encouragement of Technical and
Adult Education Recommended.
Encouragement of Community Development Program Recommended.
25 Committee to Meet with Architects Recommended
26 An Athletics Program which
Emphasizes Tea chi n g Recommended.
27 More Freedom of Decision
for Adult Students Recommended

William Hardenbergh
Associate Professor
Cora "Corky" Hilliard
George R. Mace
Assistant Professor

1 Dismissal of Rioting

RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE
COMMISSION
TO STUDY THE ROLE AND
PARTICIPATION OF STUDENTS
IN UNIVERSITY AFFAIRS

speech. publications, and government plus a number of other new
responsibilities give administrators
almost impossibly heavy loads
without the additional headaches of
undisciplined hordes of hoodlums.
WE OF THE COMMISSION FEEL
OBLIGED TO RECOMMEND PERMANENT AND IMMEDIATE EXPULSION OF THOSE STUDENTS
WHO ENGAGE IN RIOTOUS AND
UNAUTHORIZED
DEMONSTRATIONS AND PERSISTENTLY REFUSE TO OBEY THE REQUESTS
AND ORDERS OF SECURITY OFFICERS.
We recognize the fact that blame
for the development of tbis aggressive, hostile young man or young
woman rests upon the shoulders
of bis elders. We express the hope
that parents will learn their lessons
in cbild rearing and instill a sense
of responsibility and a consideration
of the needs and rights of others
in their children; but we do not
believe the philosophy of in loco
parentis can be extended so far as
to make the universities responsible
for unruly, undisciplined, and irresponsible cbildren. Proper regard
for the welfare of others on the
campus obliges us to rid ourselves
of these irresponsfbles as quickly
as we identify them.

2A A Study of Rights

Recommended
Inherent in the nature of the University is the concept of Academic
Freedom. It is the freedom of the
members of the academic community to seek, discover, publish.
and teach the truth as they see it.
Academic Freedom ought not to
be thought o! as a privilege, nor
as .a conceSSIon that any authority
inSide or outside the institution may
properly grant or deny, qualify,
or regulate according to its interests
or its discretion.
This commission firmly believes
in the principle of Academic
Freedom as a prerequisite for the
preservation of the university.
Furthermore, it believes that it
should be the right and responsibility
of the student to participate fully
in independent inquiry and criticism.
It should be bis right to question
criticize, and dissent from ideas'
with Which he comes in conta.:t
and to hold and advocate bis personai
beliefs, free from all pressures
which tend to restrict the student
in his pursuit of knowledge.
However, much twisted tbinking
has found some sort of expression
on university campuses in the last
half dozen years, perhaps none other
so badly twisted as that aboul rights.
In a country such as ours where
our society tends to give a good
deal of personal freedom to the
individual as long as he does not
trample upon the rights of others
a certain amount of talk about one'~
rights may be in order; but when
one studies the culture and custom
of the American college campus
and observes what great areas of
individual freedom are available to
all the people - administrators
faculty members and civil servic~
employees as well as students, one
naturally looks for some explanation
of the hullabaloo about rights. It
may be taken for granted that the
student has the same civil rights
that he had before he matriculated
but in certain areas, in order t~
operate at all, the university has
to impose restrictions. For example, at Southern Illinois University's Carbondale Campus, students
are forbidden to have cars except
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when tbey can demonstrate need.
No one questions the intrinsic right
of a student to have a car. He is
forbidden by University regulation
to operate the car on and around
tbe campus. Without this restriction.
complete traffic chaos would prevail. No abstract principle is
involved. Tbe traffic situation in
Carbondale and around the campus
is barely endurable now.
When a student is admitted to
Southern Illinois University. he
agrees to live under the prevailing
rules and regulations; and perhaps
most imponant of all he makes an
unspoken and unwritten commitment
to live within the culture. habits.
and traditions-or. as the anthropologists would perhaps prefer. the
custom of the University community.
It appears to us that the University
should make extraordinary efforts
to have this relationship explained
to all new students. but the obligation is implicit in the situation.
The Commission urges. however.
t.hat the administrators and the
faculty make far greater effon to
clarify the student's situ~.tion. WE
RECOMMEND THE PATIENT AND
REPEATED EFFORTS OF EVERYONE IN AUTHORITY TO MAKE
CLEAR TO THE STUDENTS WHAT
RIGHTS THEY HAVE AS CITIZENS
OF THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY.

2B A Committee
for the Study of
Rights Recommended
THE COMMISSION R E CO MMENDS FURTHER THAT A STUDY
SHOULD BE MADE OF RIGHTS
BY A FACULTY ANDADMINISTRATIVE GRO(;P WITH BACKGROUNDS
IN PHILOSOPHY. GOVERNMENT.
HISTORY. ANTHROPOLOGY. SOCIOLOG Y. AND LAW. The members
of the Commission believe that
within this general study of rights
there should be an effort to clarify
the rights of the various elements
within this University.
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govern students. Question 53 sbowed
over seventy per cent in favor of
student representation on all University advisory groups including
the University Council. Many faculty
and administrators who sllOke to
tbe Commission favored greater
student participation in policymaking.
THE
COMMISSION
RECOMMENDS THAT A CHANGE IN THE
STATUTES BE SOUGHT TO PROVIDE FOR STUDENT REPRESENTATION ON THE UNIVERSITY
COUNCIL, THE REPRESENTATIVES TO BE FULL VOTING
MEMBERS AND TO BE CHOSEN
BY THE STUDENT COUNCIL. This
change would place the student and
faculty councils in the same relationship to tbe University Council.
Tbe Commission bas beard many
proposals and suggestions for improving representation of students
on University committees andcouncils in order to improve communication and participation of students
in University affairs. Answers to
nearly a dozen questions concerned
With student rights and responsibilities indicated a strong desire
on the pan of students for taking
a more active role in the affairs
of the University and community.
We believe that Students should be
involved in the policy decisions re&arding educational matters living
conditions, and in the rul~s and
regulations governing the University.

38 Student Representation

Recommended
THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT STUDENTS SHOULD
BE REPRESENTED ON ALL OFFICIAL BODIES DEALING WITH SUCH
DECISIONS. As the role of student
representation must necessarily
vary from one committee. council.
or commission to another. we encourage each official body along
With student government and the
Office of Student Affairs to determine tbe appropriate level of student involvement.

4

2C Publicity of Committee's
Discoveries Recommended
WE RECOMMEND ALSO THAT
THEIR CONCLUSIONS BE WIDELY
PUBLICIZED.

3A Change in

Statutes Recommended
Free inquiry and expression are
essential attributes of a University
community. They are basic rights
which should be fally guaranteed by
the Board of Trustees and jealousy
guarded by all members of the
academic community. As members
of this community, students should
exercise and guard their freedom
with maturity and responsibility by
participating in University affairs
which affect their life and development. The University in turn should
welcome. encourage, and seek this
participation.
Answers to Questions 40. 41, 42,
44, and 100 in the questionnairE:
show that the students believe
strongly that they should have more
influence in determining University
policies and the regulations whicb

A Recommendation that

Precipitate Action be AVOided
There has been a continuin~
bistory at S.I.U. of conflict. misunderstanding and apparent lac.k of
communication between students and
administrators.
Students
feel
strongly tbat decisions whicb affect
their welfare have been made not
only without their being adequately
consulted but in some cases witbout their being informed of the
reasons for the decisions. Recently
an excellent illustration was provided by the handling of the problem
of motorcycles on the Carbondale
Campus.
The members of tbe Commission
reccgnize the right and responsibility of tbe administration to tal:e
prompt action in all situations in
which the welflJ'!'e of the University
requires quick and firm decisions.
However. we doubt tbat the motorcycle and motor scooter situation
on either campus has any of the
characteristics of such urgency.
It seems to us that a number of
realistiC. perhaps at times, discomforting bets need careful. thorough.
even leisurely consideration. Especially is tbis true in matters
arousing strong. frequently emotional, reactions among aubstantir.l
numbers of students. and the motor-

cycle control issue cl~arly is sucb
a matter. A consideration of some
of the factors apparently contributing to the highly chargE'<! atmospbere enveloping this issue is in
order.

1.
The people of the United
States do not do much walking.
Most children have been taken to
the public schools either by car
or by bus. While we are willing
to walk as a part of our r~creation
or use of leisure time. on golf
courses for example. the average
person rides to school or to work.
To the students it seems unrealistic to buRd a wide. sprawling
campus witb classroom buildings.
offices. dormitories. and apartment
units located .. miles" apart and to
expect the children of red-blooded
100% Americans cheerfully and
eagerly to give up their life-long
babits of the use of vehicles and
to walk several miles a day. American ingenUity simply exercises
itself in a strongly traditional
manner wben it seeks to find some
means of fast. efficient transportation around a far-nung campus.
2. In accepting the risk to life
and limb in the use of bondas and
similar vehicles, University students seem to be following again
a pattern aet by their elders. Practically
everyone
knows
that
American automobiles kill a bundred and tbiny persons every Qy.
According to some of the items
in tbe daily press it might appear
that getting in a car and driving
to the office or to a shopping center or to a committee meeting is
far more hazardous tban a day's
journey on foot througb hostile Indian
territory in 1766 A.D. Yet aU of
us accept the risk. sucb as it may
be. without thinking much about it.
And we hear With apparent Llnconcern and almost complete casualness the daily reports of messy
accidents and fatalities. Student
utterances support the conclusion
that many of them believe it is
unrealistic for us to be terribly
concerned over the occasional student fatality on a bonda. Students
are not more callous and unconcerned tban their elders. When
an administration fe~ls tbat it must
entirely control rnotorcycle traffiC,
tbe student has a logical and. to
bim, unanswerable reton: "Why
do you not clean up your own messes
before you get so wrought up over

ours:"

Doubtless there are strong. perhaps incontrovertible, reasons for
applying tbe same controls to the
use of motorcycles in tbe C arbondale Campus community as have
been applied for some years to
the use of automobiles. Indeed.
we dare say that lengtbly consideration and mucb study bave been
devoted to tbe matter. However,
unless it is made clear, by adequate
communication,
that a
pr,-posed action on a subject of
such explosive potential bas been
sufficiently
studied,
that the
student's side of tbe matter has
been tboroughly considel'ed, and that
the action is neitber arbitrary nor
sudden, adverse student attitudes
are cenain to be encountered.
An additional example. probably
involving a lower tension level than
the foregoing. may be found in
cbanges made from time to time.
increasingly restricting student
freedom to occupy cenain categories of housing. Here, too. much
thought and study have presumably
been devoted to contemplated actions
prior to execution. and here, toO.
adverse student reaction can be
kept at a minimum only if adequate

information and early notice be
given to the students concerned.
This has been done in some instances. but students feel that such
is not always the case. Of particular concern in this connection
are private bousing contracts made
prior to notice of a change in the
rules but covering periods extending
beyond effective date of change.
THEREFORE. THE COMMISSION
RECOMMENDS THAT INMATTERS
INVOLVING STRONG STUDENT
FEI~LINGS.
STUDENT COMMITMENTS,
AND
SIGNIFICANT
CHANGES IN STUDENT HABITS
AND EXPECTATIONS. PRECIPITATE ACTION BE AVOIDED AND
THAT A SPECIAL EFFORT BE
MADE TO INFORM STUDENTS OF
THE FACTORS INVOLVED AND
THE BASIS_ FOR THE PROPOSED
ACTION. If such maners be given
essential airing in timely fashion.
the ideas represented may be
assimilated prior to effective date.
and undersirable friction and dissatisfaction be reduced to
a
minimum.

5

Study of Greek Letter

Organizations Recommended
Concern about the administrative
attitude toward fraternities and
sororities at S.LU. entered into
the discussion of the Commission
on a number of occasions. Students
appeared to believetbatthedevelopment of tbe Greek system bas been
bampered.
Previously in tbls report we have
referred to students' feelings of
lost identity in today'smuluverslty.
Sororities and fratemities Can do
mucb to combat this feeling by
giving a member a "home"" on the
campus. Througb his orga~ization,
a student is encouraged to develop
his personal talents and to panicipate in campus !'ctivities and
issues. The Commission believes
tbat the status of these organizations deserves study.
On tbe questionnaire (#45 and
#46} students on botb campuses
expressed favorable opinion regarding the establishment of fraternities and sororities and the
contribution made by fraternities
and sororities to tbe university
community. We support the efIons of the Commission now
studying the fraternities and sororities on the Carbondale Campus
AND RECOMMEND THAT THE
STUDY BE EXTENDED TO THE
EDW A~DSVILLE CAMPUS.
WE
FURTHER RECOMMEND THAT
THE RESULTS OF THESE STUDIES BE COMPLET ED AS SOON
AS POSSIBLE AND THAT DECISIONS REGARDING THE POSITION
OF FRATERNITIES AND SORORITIES BE FULLY EXPLAINED TO
THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY.

6

Strengthening of
Judicial Board

System Recommended
In addition to the other facets of
its study the Commission investigated the area of student discipline.
The resporlse to tbe questioMaire
sbows that seventy-six per cent of
the students feel that student representatives should have a voiCe in
discipline (question #43).
THEREFORE. THE COMMISSION
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RECOMMENDS THAT THE UNIVERSITY'S STUDENT JUDICIAL
BOARD SYSTEM BE CONTINUED
AND POSSIBLY BE STRENGTHENED. IT IS NOT INCONCEIVABLE THAT A SYSTEM MIGHT BE
DEVELOPED WHEREIN NO DISCIPLINARY ACTION WOULD BE
TAKEN AGAINST A STUDENT UNTIL HE HAD FIRST HAD A HEARING BEFORE A STUDENT JUDICIAL BOARD. This recommendation should not preclude the right
of the student to have his case
decided without benefit of a hearing
before a student board If he so
desired.
Although this recommendation
may not at present apply to the
Edwardsville Campus, it is envisioned that it will be applicable to
the Edwardsville Campus
when
Universit)' housing is constructed
there.

7

Greater Rapport

Between Students, Faculty,
and Administrators
Recommended
According to the results of the
student
questionnaire
recently
administered (April, 1966). most
students feel that there should be
more informal contact between students and faculty (see question # 23).
Within the last decade large numbers of faculty have almost If not
entirely deserted the classroom.
Every large university has endless
problems of plugging up the gaps

for those members of the faculty
who are off to Upper Volta,
Ethiopia, Guiana, Puerto Rico, or
New South Wales as consultants
and advisors. Another large percentage is siphoned off to national
and state enterprises. Area services take another large bite out
of available teaching faculty. The
pernicious practice of rewarding
successful teachers by assigning
them only to upperc1ass and graduate sections has deprived the
freshmen and sophomores of another
group
of
effective teachers.
Research enterprises on university
campuses receive one and threetenths billion dollars annually from
the Federal Government with the
consequent isolation of another large
group of faculty. Small wonder
that one professor from the university of Chicago is "said to have
observed that the sight of an undergraduate made him ill" (see The
Non-Teachers by Robert Bendiner
in Holiday Magazine).
The feeling of lostness and alienation among large numbers of our
underclassmen naturally follows
this dispersal of faculty.
Few
faculty members have an opportunity to develop a sense of loyalty
to the institution which pays t'lem.
Their emotional involvement extends to their research project and
their "team" of researchers, to
their department chairman who
secures
them
funds,
salary
:Increases, special appointments,
and local publicity, or to some
S!:ate or federal agency: NOT TO
THEIR UNIVERSITY. When some
point of difference arises between
students and administrators. the
members of the faculty, except for
tho!'le directly involved in personnel administration and security, feel
as remote and detached from the
affair as if it were happening In

Upper Van Diemen's Land. TheIr
attitudes generally reflect the attitudes of townspeople.
At whatever cost, the multiversities must take countermeasures
to offset the effects of this faculty
Withdrawal. (While one could find
a kinder term
perhaps
than
"faculty withdrawal," this term
seems justified by the circumstances.) All administrators everywhere must face courageously the
naked fact that they themselvesand they only-must take the
responsibility fOr student unrest
and student disturbances.
It is
idle to point out to parents that
they have given their children too
mucb comfort, security, privilege,
and not enough stem discipline.
It Is idle to tax an indifferent
faculty WIth its disinterest and lack
of a sense of responsibility for
student welfare as long as we
continue to give the richest rewardssalary, rank. recognition-to those
faculty members furthest removed
from the students.
It is idle even to try to tell merchants and townspeople generally
that their exploitation of and hostilities toward students represent
the lowest common denominator of
character and intellect.
THEREFORE. WE RECOMMEND
AS AN URGENT OBJECTIVE THE
DEVISING OF WAYS AND MEANS
TO BRING ABOUT GREATER RAPPORT BETWEEN STUDENTS AND
FACULTY. WE BEUEVE THE
FOLLOWING RECOMMENDATIONS
TO BE WORTHY OF STUDY:
(A) SERIOUS STUDY OF REDUCTION OF TEACHING LOAD FOR
THE ACHIEVEMENT OF
THIS
OBJECTIVE,
(B) ENCOURAGEMENT OF THE
TEACHING FACULTY TO RETURN
TO CAMPUS AT LEAST A WEEK
BEFORE RESUMPTION OF CLASSES IN THE FALL FOR THE PURPOSE OF ASSISTING IN ORIENT ATION PROGRAMS,
(C) THE ABOLITION OF C LASSES FOR ONE HOUR A WEEK FOR
THE
EXPRESS PURPOSE OF
CREATING A FACULTY-STUDENT
VISITING HOUR.
(D) THE ESTABLISHMENT BY
DEPARTMENTS AND DIVISIONS OF
FACULTY - STUDENT VISITING
HOURS,
(E) THE CONSIDERATION BY
THE FACULTY COUNCIL OF WAYS
AND MEANS OF COMBt'TING
WHAT APPEARS TO STUDENTS
AS FACULTY WITHDRAWAL,
(F) INCLUSION ON THE FORMAL
DOSSIER OF EACH FACULTY
MEMBER A STATEMENT OF ms
TThotE SPENT WITH STUDENTS,
AND (G) THE ESTABLISHMENT
OF A STUDENT-FACULTY REST AURANT OR CAFETERIA.

8A Rank of Professor of the

University Recommended
Only by continuous Visiting on a
friendly basis of mutual trust and
confidence can administramrs and
faculty members understand the
undergraduates. The truism that
has affected American higher education for more than a century
places Mark Hopkins on one end
of a log and the student on the
other.
This log at most multiversities is now evaluated at
upwards of a hundred million
dollars. Every item in the picture
has to be re-assessed. The student,
once thought of as the respectable
image of James A. Garfield (who
gave us the phrase) resembles much
more closely nowadays what the

people of Garfield's day would bave
called a tramp or a hobo. Tbis
modern-day product of too much
comfort and security avoids emulation of his elders by letting his
bair grow and by letting thp. din
accumulate.
He rejoices in his
ne'er-do-well appearance and in
the grime and filtb of what he calls
his "pad" because he bas found
this son of affectation the most
powerful protest against what he
regards as the conformity and
materialism of his elders.
The Mark Hopkins-Garfield relationship has suffered its most
spectacular deterioration. however,
from the current image of Mark
Hopkins' faculty counterpart. The
average faculty member remains
about as ignorant of social, moral.
and aesthetic values as his noncollege contemporaries. The extreme demands of specialization
have taken up almost his entire
time. He may know biochemistry
and not know much of anything
about human character or motivation. His own years in collegefrom Freshman to Pb.D.- may
never have exposed him to
a
Mark Hopkins but only to men who
seek to bend him to their own
narrow image.
It is qUite
a
common experience nowadays to
encounter grey-haired professors
who have not the slightest concepts
of tbe world 0 f the arts or of
society or of politics--or. far worse.
have a set of values that would put
to shame a Borgia or a Machiavelli.
How to improve the faculty? First
of all, taking our cue from the
Berkeley Select Committee onEducation,
WE RECOMMEND THE
CREATION AND USE OF A RANK
El'iTITLED PROFESSOR OF THE
UNIVERSITY. This rank should be
accorded to those who sbow an
awareness of "the general human
significance of scholarship."

88 Rewarding of £ffective
Teaching as a Primary,
Urgent Consideration
Recommended
WE
RECOMMEND AN IMMEDIATE REVERSAL OF THE
PRACTICE OF GRANTING HIGHER
RANK AND SALARY INCREASES
REGARDLESS OF
EFFECTIVE
TEACHING.
TO STATE
THE
MATTER POSITIVELY WE RECOMMEND THAT EI'FECTIVE
TEACHERS BE SOUGHT OUT AND
REW ARDED. These rewards should
be so substamial as to make crystal
clear to everyone the University's
intent to reward good teaching over
and above every other comd.deration.
All of us understand clearly the
immense handicap under whicb we
labor. Since the multiversity has
practiced for fifty years a system
of rewarding prestigious production, it follows naturally that most
vice-presidents. deans. and administrators at all levels have been
recruitE'!d from the rank.s of the
extreme specialists. When a president seeks 'i dean or a vicepreSident, for example. he looks
for someone who has proved his
productivity by publishing.
Not
only the president hut the multiversity's information service is
pleased to announce a newappoir:!ee
witb a long string of titles after
his name. No ore in the information
service cares to cite a man's teacbing record or to say "the new dean

has built up a reputation for common
sense and sound judgment'"

9

A Committee to Study

the University Recommended
Or to state the matter in quite
another way, the patient can rarely
perform
a
successful
selfdiagnosis. We perceive a number
of weaknesses in our rapidly growing University. We discover a continUing number of unhappy, restless
students. we have observed a growing tendency on the part of large
numbers of faculty members to
find fault witb the University as
If they tbemselves were dissociated
and remote from it and not possibly in any way to blame. and we
notice a growing feeling of cynicism
and
discouragement am 0 n II
administrators, much as jf they were
saying, ' .. had a beadache yesterday, I bave two headaches today,
and I expect three tomorrow."
Happily. we helieve that Southern
Illinois University bas had its share
of triumphs and successes even
in the midst of severe trials. In
our concern that it continue to follow those paths whicb will contribute most to the happiness and
economic well being of the greatest
numher of people, WE RECOMMEND
THA T THE PRESIDENT APPOINT A
COMMITTEE OF NON-ACADEMIC
PERSONNEL TO STUDY THE UNlVERSITY OVER A FIVE-YEAR
PERIOD AND MAKE ANNUAL OR
SEMI-ANNUAL REPORTS TO THE
PRESIDENT. Believing tbat these
most closely affected by the University may not be able to study
us objectively we should like the
members of this committee to be
professional men, mer c han t s,
craftsmen, executives, and artists
(mUSicians, poets, novelists, sculptors, et cetera) who can look at
us objectively and tell us what
improvements we need to make.
We would hope public spirited citizens can be found who will serve
in this capacity without pay. It is
our hope that women as weli as
men may be named to this committee.
We should add that in our study
of the role of the University in
society, discussion and recommendations of this nature may well
recur. Nevertheless, we wish to
go on record now in favor of this
sort of objective study.

10 A Study of all Facets
of Student Government

Recommended
We call attention to the response
to #52 in the questionnaire, whlch
consisted of tbe statement, "Student government at SIU effectively
reflects student desires" and gave
the students the options of alll"eeing,
disagreeing, or stating that tbey -tid
not know. (The questionnaire said
ud,>n't know" and not "don't care"
as reponed in tbe answer sheet.)
Forty-eight per cent said that student government did not effectively
reflect student desires, and thirtyfive per cent said that they did
not know. Now, if student govern-
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ment does not effectively reflect
student desires. what does? Obviously. no organization. How then
doe!:' one discover what student desires are? Or does the vote mean
that the overwhelming majority of
students do not care to have any
voice in University administrative
affairs?
A great many more questions
arise. but no answers. Is the present
state of mfairs the most desirable
one for all parties concerned? Dof" ;
a realistic look at student government compel one to the conclusion
that student government exists not
for the essential purpose of getting
things done but for the educational
purpose of providing a certain type
of political-minded student with
synthetic experience? All of us have
become familiar with the spectaclE;'
of local boy scouts taking over
city government for a day. Everyone agrees that this is great fun,
and a few doubtless believe that tbe
scouts gain some valuable experience from the project. Does
student government create this same
unrealistic atmosphere. in whicb
solemn administrators permit the
children to play around for a time
with such important items of business as allocating student fees. after
which the administrators resume
their mature de liberations and make
grown-up decisions?
What steps should be taken. if
any. to relate the students to their
government? Well. pr.litical scientists do not know what steps to
take to relate more citizens to
Federal Government. and hardly
anyone. except: a few offbeat
humorists and philosophers. contends that Federal Government is
not deadly serious and awfully important. SOme experts in government believe that the stay-at-homes
who do not bother to vote on election days contribute nevertheless to
the political scene and that they say
in effect, "A plague on both your
houses. So long as parties conspir;;! to promote only mediocre or
downright unfit canmdates, we shall
show our contempt by staying away
from the polls." Others, of course.
deplore the apathy and stupidity
of a large segment of the voting
public. They say that steps must
be taken to educate a large segment
of our uninformed and diSinterested
electorate and bring it up to the
level of intelligent participation.
One suggestion has been made
that the student apathy toward student government has developed because of a cynical belief that the
administrators will make decisions
without regard to student sentiment
and that nothing can be gained by
an active interest in administrative
matters. This cynicism extends to a
similar belief that the members
of student government can always
be managed and manipulated by
administrators.
THEREFORE. THE COMMISSION
RECOMMENDS THAT THE PRESIDENT APPOINT A COMMITTEE
COMPOSED OF STUDENTS. F ACUL TY. AND ADMINISTRATORS
AND CHARGE IT WITH THE UNDERTAKING OF A THOROUGH
STUDY OF ALL FACETS OF STUDENT GOVERNMENT. It is our
hope and belief that such a study
may result in a discovery of ways
and means of bolstering student confidence and increasing student interest in its own government. It
may ".-\-ell be that the committee
should begin with a study of the
meager Statutes relating to student government.
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Independent Student

Newspaper Recommended
Campus newspapers: During the
year the Commission heard many
complaints about The Daily Egyptian
but very few about The Aiestle.
The results on questionnaire questions 56,58. and 83. however, show
less approval of The Alestle.
Carbon- Edwardsdale ville
56. The campus newspaper adequately informs students of significant issues:
Agree
63.7%
(2) Disagree 29.1
(3) No Opinion 7.0
(1)

47.3%
30.0
22.3

58. The campus newspaper effectively expresses studem opinion:
Agree
49.5
(2) Disagree 33.3
(3) No Opinion 16.8

33.2
31.1
35.2

(1)

83. University newspaper
Excellent, good, or
satisfactory 83.9
Unsatisfactory 12.1
3.4
No Opinion

66.6
12.6
19.9

Both campuses have about 30%
voting negatively on these two functions of the newspapers. This is a
large enough portion that we recommend that the adVisors to the two
papers consider what might be done
to improve the performance in these
areas of service to the students.
It appears to the Commission that
The Daily Egyptian is dominated
excessively by the faculty and students of the Journalism Department.
It should be poSsible for students
who are not journalism majors to
work on the paper "for fun" and to
attain important posts. Business or
creative writing majors could get
p r act i c a I experience. Probably
there would be fewer "disagrees"
on 56 and 58 if the papers were
"student" papers, even if more
amateurish.
THE COMMISSION APPROVES
FOR EACH CAMPUS AN INDEPENDENT STUDENT NEWSPAPER.
While we recognize certain risks
that an administration takes in estahlishing an independent student
publication - colliSion with public
opinion - lapses in good taste hasty and unconsidered expression
of opinion-we believe the benefits
outweigh these considerations.
Two other questiol'.naire questions
suppon this recommendation. Number 47 shows that studems favor it
and Number 48 shows that they
recognize that some standards or
controls are necessary.
47. The responsibility for editing
student publications should remain
with students:
Agree
(2) Disagree
(3) No Opinion

(1)

SO.8

10.3
8.7

69.1
17.7
.4

48. University student publications should be completeJy uncensored:
(1) Agree
(2) Disagree
(3) No Opinion

37.3
53.0
9.5

28.0
61.9
9.8

The report of the Student Involvement Committee of the Carbondale

chapter of AAUP suggests financial
and editorial independence of faculty
and administrative control.
There will be collisions with public opinion. In a free society, all
sorts of opinions may be aired in
print. We believe that such free
utterance of opinion results finally in
a wiser choice of social and political
direction. The segment of the public
which seeks to stifle and shut off
student expression of opinion probably is the same which seeks to
deny all expression of opinions different from its own.
There will be occasions when the
students will be accused of lapses
from good taste. The perpetual restlessness and dissatisfaction of youth
with age normally promotes new
values in language and expression,
new words and phrases that have as
their chief Virtue their confusing
effect upon older people. and new
customs and practices that inVite
the censure not only of sniveling old
ladies but frequently of polite old
men. Sometimes what seems lilce
sniggering, bravado. and blasphemy
to old folks appear like nothing else
so much as crisp, incisive.
courageous diction to the young.
Sometimes students remind the
detached observer of nothing else so
mucb as buman beings. They become
impatient to get on with a job of
writing, and they neglect to inquire
for facts. Like all the rest of us.
the student journalist, unless he has
been carefully trained, finds the
facts confusing and would much prefer to go ahead and develop bis
theory. This unconsidered expression of opinion ::an be discovered
at times in our most revered publications and almost cominuously
in our less respected ones. We
should be patient wben immature
students make this sort of blunder.
but we should not allow more than
one b!under per student.
Even though we members of the
Commission anticipate the problems
we may have with independent studem publications, WE RECOMMEND
THEM NEVERTHELESS. For their
implementation we recommend that
a committee, constituted of both
faculty and student representatives,
be charged with the responsibility
of studying the publications on tbeir
own campuses and making appropriate recommendations.

more student identification With the
new campus. A constructive athletic
program would create more identification to and pride in Southern
illinois University. Should not the
Edwardsville stUQ!'!nts be granted
the same opportunities ofparticipating. in and/or cheering at athletic
events?
3. Many of the area athletes are
now attending the Edwardsville campus, some of whom are actively advocating inter-collegiate athletics.
In our judgment, it would not be
difficult to initiate a successful
recruitment program for athletes,
many of whom choose the universities of IllinoiS, MiSSOuri, and St.
Louis.

4. The natural physical resources
offer advamages to initiate a program with minimum expense. For
example, a I I crew" could practice
and compete on tbe Alton Lake.
Tbe natural terrain would be excellent for cross country; rifle and
pistol ranges could be developed
within an expanse of 2,600 acres.
We are located within the national
center for inter-collegiate soccer.
The new high school gymnasium
seating 3,500 would, undoubtedly,be
available for basketball. wrestling.
fencing etc. Until such time permanent facilities could be developed
on campus. a golf team could use
the Sunset Hills Country Club.

128 Emphasis

upon Olympic

Sports Recommended
THEREFORE, WE RECOMMEND

THAT EMPHASIS BE PLACED
UPON OLYMPIC SPORTS. For
maximum student partiCipation,
these would include but not be
limited to soccer, rowing, gymnastics, track and field, golf, tennis.
wrestling, and basketball. Also. a
baseball team would be very desirable. All other sports await a
second or third phase of developmerit.

13

Student Opinion upon
Relevance of Subject

12A ':;xpansion of

Matter Recommended

Athletics Recommended

While our students express satisfaction With the quality of instruction
they are receiving and agree that the
General Studies Program is beneficial (see #24. #29, and #34), they
feel strongly that they should have a
voice in deciding what courses
should be offered (#28). WE
RECOMMEND
CONSULTATION
WITH STUDENTS AT ALL LEVELS
ON THE IMPORTANCE, TIMEUNESS, AND PRACTICALITY OF
SUBJECT MATTER. While student
opinion on curricular problems certainly does not provide full or complete answers to curricular needs,
we feel strongly that much student
discontent arises from the feeling
students have that much of the
subject matter presented in the
classroom lacks relevance. We believe that frequent, continuing talks
with students would aid them in
relating the subject matter of one
course with another and in perceiving the necessity of long range rather
then immediate goals.

THE COMMISSION RECOMMEN[\S THAT THE UNIVERSITY
EXPAND THE EXCELLENT iNTERCOLLEGIATE
ATHLETIC
PROGRAM OF SOUTHERN ILUNOIS UNIVERSITY TO THE EDWARDSVILLE CAMPUS IN THE
IMMEDIATE FUTURE. Although, we
are aware that a committee is currently studying inter-collegiate atbletics. we use this means to further
enhance the program at Edwardsville. The following justifications
are offered for evaluation.
1. The Edwardsville Campus now
serves approximately 7,000 commuter students in a metro-east area
of some 450,000 residents. There
now eXists a high degree of interest
in athletics and two of the State's
major high school athletiC conferences are located in Madison and
St. Clair counties.
2. There is a definite need for

PClge6
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14A £xperiments with
Curriculum Recommended
The "free" university became a
rapidly groWing phenomenon during
the school year 1965-66. and if it
continues to grow the multiversities
will be compelled to take some sort
of action. On many campuses, including the Carbondale campus oi
Southern Illinois University, students established courses on their
own initiative to fill in the gaps in
the regular academic curriculum.
These courses became supplementary study courses for some
students. A major in German, for
example. offered a course in German to five students who had had
previous difficulty with German.
Some courses offered in the problems of Viet Nam and in civil rights
became propaganda devices. No one
has attempted to assess these
courses or to guess at their significance. In talks With some students, we received the impression
that students wanted opportunities
for discussion which they did not
get in the conventional classroom
experience. They also liked the
freedom from pressure of achieving
grades. In some cases. the students
had flunked out of the University.
and the "free" courses gave them
!:1ome sense of doing something
Worthwhile. So long as these nonUniversity courses do not emplc.y
University facilities. they should be
encouraged perhaps because they
tell us what students want.
WE RECOMMEND A V ARIETY OF
EXPER~ENTS WITH THE CURRICULUM:
(A) Courses which give no credit.
(B) Courses which give no grades
or credit,

(C) Courses which yield credit
but only a pass or fail grade.
(D) Courses which consist of five
or fewer students,
(E) Courses in which two or more
faculty members meet with ten or
fewer students,
and
(F) Courses in independent study
directed by an interdisciplinary
committee.

148 £ncauragement of
Departments to Undertake
£xperiments Recommended
WE RECOMMEND THAT DEPAR TMENTS AND DIVISIONS BE
ENCOURAGED TO CON DUC T
FUR THE R EXPERIMENTS IN
GRADING. IN NON - CREDIT
COURSES, IN DIALOGUE. AND IN
ALL SORTS OF INTER-DISCIPLINARY COMBINATIONS.

14C Alternative
Curricula Recommended
Points of view toward subject

matter have ranged all the way
from Procrustean rigidity to an
almost unlimited permissiveness.
Practically all American colleges
and universities have established
minimum requirements both as to
quantity and quality. however. and
the standardizing and accrediting
agencies have smiled upon this
Uniform, minimum code. While we
perceive no special advantage in
setting up variable numl>ers of hours
for graduation or varying standards
of excellence, we do believe that the
great variations in economic, cultural. and intellectual backgrounds
suggest a number of different channels within which the students might
move toward their common goal, the
undergraduate degree. For example,
many students prefer the sort of
study of Great Books now generally
identified With St. John's. Another
large group might elect to take the
Antioch route, withdrawing every
second or third quarter from the
academic battle to take up the
economic struggle. Others would
doubtless like something approaching the Harvard Tutorial method.
We can think of no compelling reason
why all students should be required
to follow the same techniques in their
pursuit of the degree. and we can
think of a number of urgent r<!asons
why the student should be given a
number of choices. We recommend
therefore the creation of a number
of alternative curricula from which
the student may elect that which is
most suited to his needs.

15

A New System of

Advisement Recommended
Academic adVisement has been a
whippJng boy fnr the University ever
since it was created. Probably no
student who has ever failed a course
has taken all the blame upon his own
Shoulders. "I was badly advised."
he says. Fifty-three per cent on the
Carbondale campus and fifty-seven
per cent on the Edwardsville campus
reported that advisement pro-cedures were unsatisfactory.
From irs inception. certain unfavorable conditions have prevailed
in academic advisement. It has never
had an adequate facility. New students have made their first contacts
With University personnel in the
midst of unpleasant and uncomfl}rtable and unappealing surroundings. No advisor has had a bright,
cheerful. attracti ve office with
carpeting on the floor and pictures
on the walls.
Eve" worse. our advisors have
had to struggle against time. The
great numbers of students have
made fifteen or twenty-minute time
schedules imperative. Circumstances have forced advisors into
the role of mere registration clerks.
Under these circumstances, no one
has been able to make a distinguished career out of advisement.
The usual re~"ard for successful,
conscientious advisement has been
removal from advisement to "more
important" work in other areas.
If an advisor attempts to become a
friend and counselor to his students,
he finds himself carrying an impossible burden.
THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS A RETURN TO ADVISEMENT BY THE REGULAR FACULTY. Under this system an incoming
student would be assigned to an
advisor in the area of his expected
concentration. Preferably the advisor would remain the same for
four years, but the assignment
should be reviewed, and changed if

desirable, when the student declares
his concentration.
The Commission makes this
recommendation reluctantly because of it8 strong feeling that
advisors have struggled valiantly
under adverse conditions. However,
tbe present system has not worked
well. Not all faculty members can
be expected to serve as advisors;
rather departments should appoint
those who are willing to accept
work in advisement as a part of
their teaching loads. The quality
of performance in this work of
advisement should be weighed in
recommendations for salary. tenure, and promotion.
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A New Plan for

Convocation Recommended
Freshman convocation at Southern
nlinois University's Carbondale
campus has been a worthy and
partially successful innovation since
its inception in 1954. Freshmen have
been required to attend weekly sessions at 10 A.M. or I P.M. on
Thursdays to hear speeches by
critics. novelists. poets. politician~.
columnists, and commentators, editors, humorists, and comedians. The
programs have been varied with
pianists. violinists. vocalists. and
orchestras. All sorts of entertainers
have appeared including magiCians
and famous impersonators like Hal
Holbrook. The objective of giving our
beginning students a glimpseofwhat
is going on in the world of intellect
and aesthetiCS has been achieved.
While student reaction has not been
all that was hoped for, the great
majority of students have enjoyed
and approved of these weekly convocations.
The administration of these convocations has become increasingly
difficult because of the great numbers. Shryock Auditorium. even with
two performances in a day, cannot
accommodate our present numbers
of beginning students. Many thoughtful administrators have been studying the problem and have offered the
following proposal. which all of us
approve:
WE RECOMMEND THAT THE
UNIVERSITY CREATE AN ALLUNIVERSITY
CONVOCATION
SERIES of at least one major program to be presented on the Carbondale and Edwardsville campuses
each month. The purpose of this
series shall be to present the world's
most famous artists. philosophers.
writers. and representatives of culture groups to all members of the
University community Without requiring attendance or charging for
admission.
We are aware that there is no
facility to accommodate all students
at one time; tix.refore, the convocation hour each month should be
designated a "free hour." Everyone
would be free to utliize this time
in his own way. publicity efforts
should concentrate upon filling the
auditoriums for each convocation.
This convocation series shOUld
become a "quality" series. The
financial resources of both campuses should provide us with the
means to attract superior individuals and groups from allover the
world.

17

Review of

Administrative Attitudes
Racommended
Fifty-seven per cent of the students want no restrictions prohibiting speakers of whatever political
persuasion or religious faith from
appearing on the campus. We favor
the continuation of this policy whenever speakers are properly invited
and scheduled by campus C'xganizations. Although we anticipate continued objections by certain segments of the public, we feel strongly
that the true university must be a
clearing house for opinion and that
public objection affords us an
opportunity to perform a service
to the people by making our position
clear.
We should like to stress the
great immediate need of making
clear to every student his responsibilities as a citizen of the University community. Primarily. the
student's responsibility is to work
and study. Secondarily, he has the
same responsibility as every citizen
of the University to maintain order
and decorum. Like all citizens. he
must respect property and the rights
of others. We should like somehow
to see to it that every student has
a faculty friend to whom be can
go with ALL of his problems.
We should like to find ways and
means of re-engaging ALL the faculty in its primary duty of serving
the students and promoting student
welfare. While we understand the
need in a complex university for
numbers of the faculty to be attending to duties off-campus sometimes
for months or years. we believe
the greatest rewards should accrue.
not necessarily to those who do
prestigious work such as publishing
or f'erving as consultants and advisors in faraway places. but to
those who teach in and out of classrooms day after day. The effective
teacher who gives fully of his time
to ALL student matters should not
be judged by the number of articles
he has in print nor by the number
of books that bear his name nor
by the national or international organizations which he attends or for
which he serves as an officer. We
do not condemn those activities
which make the University appear
to be nothing mor~ than a huge
promotional enterprise but we do
relegate them to a place of secondary imponance. In view of the
continUing pressures to publish and
to promote the prestige of the University in various ways, WE
RECOMMEND AN EARNEST REVIEW OF ADMINISTRATIVE ATTITUDES.

18 Scrutiny of Questionnaire
Results Recommended
IN GENERAL. WE RECOMMEND
A CLOSE SCRUTINY OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS BY ALL ADMINISTRATORS.
INCLUDING
CHAIRMEN. In several instances
we are pleased that steps have been
taken already to improve a number of
situations. For a conspicuous example. the University Center Board
is already functioning on the Carbondale campus.
Almost all-perhaps all-of the
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University services should take a
new look at tbeir procedures and
make an earnest effort to discover
If they are doing as well as they
can with available personnel and
funds. Registration. advisement.
textbook services. housing. tbe University Centers. tbe bookstores. the
student work office. the health services. the University Press. and
many otber service agencies need
to remind themselves continuously
that their primary raison d' etre is
service to students. In many. perbaps most. instances the directors
of tbese services have good reason
to feel that tbey are functioning
capably. Our question tben becomes:
Can you do still better?
Much student feeling is created
in departmental offices and at service windows. SOmetimes tbe student's question is countered with
a question: Wbat is your record
number? Sometimes-often If we
may believe student reports-the
bandling of student problems reduces tbe student to a numberan impersonal "tbing."Even wben
his questions are ineptly pbrased,
we feel strongly that tbe civil service worker, tbe student worker,
or the departmental secretary has
an opportunity to make tbe student
feel that he has a place in tbe
University community, that be is a
personality with human dignity, and
that he, fully as much as a casual
viSitor, an alumnus, <>r a parent,
is entitled to a showing of cheerful
and sincere concern witb his problems.
We believe tbat much is "right"
within tbe University community.
We believe that the University contributes essentially to society. It
is our concern to shore up the weak
and vulnerable spots, to bring all
members of tbe University to a
lively sense of their interdependence, to invite soul-searching on
the part of everyone concerned with
university welfare.
Possibly an increased concentration upon tbe ordinary, dally human
relationships will help us to find
the answers we need.

Signed:
Roger Zimmerman
William Herr
John Paul Davis
Kathleen Stephan
Sharon Hanson .
John Henry
Claude Coleman, Chairman
J. Edmund Wbite
Joseph Beer
Robert Handy
Martha EdmisoR
Irving W. Adams
Nancy Jones
George Mace

BILL OF EXCE PTIONS
While going along with the Commission's recommendation #2A, we
feel that we must make a few observations of our own. We realize
what the present situation is. The
University is a public corporation
chartered by the State and all rights
and authority are vested in the Board
of Trustees to be delegated as it
sees fit. As a public corporation
it is a subsidiary organ of the
State and is granted certain rights
and powers which are denied to its
parent body, the State. As such
it is in a position to deny to the
student any and all of the rights
which he possesses as a citizen of
the State and of the Nation. This

places in a subsidiary organ of the
State a power which is denied to
the State itself. Such a case seems
to be a monstrous anacbronism in
American society. It establishes a
legal totalitarian system in the midst
of a democratic society in the place
where it least belongs. Such an intolerable situation has no place In
a democracy and tbis legal
anachronism should be destroyed.
Joe K. Beer
Commission Member
Sharon Hanson
Commission Member
Nancy Jones
Commission Member

Part 2
The Role of the University in
Society Recommendations

The study of the establishment
and development of colleges and
universities in the United States
of America becomes a study of
growth and expansion, hardly ever
a study of decisions made to abandon a project or to give up a program already under way. Only in
a few instances have educators been
forced to yield an old philosophy
or an old practice; almost always
the new has superseded the old
simply by growing faster in new
directions.
As a consequence. there has been
a minimum of soul searching among
those involved in the processes of
higher education. Colleges and universities have been ever at the vanguard of the American sucess story.
Hardly ever has anyoneoranygroup
of persons involved in higher education been forced to admit wrong or
unpopular decisions. College presidents, college boards of regents and
trustees. and associations of college
teachers have met with uniform,
unvarying successes through the
years since 1636 A.D. Those who
bave sought from one motive or
another to put the brakes on the
accelerating development and expansion of bigher education have
failed every time. Higher education
bas become a part of the American
dream. People commonly say,
"Without an eduation today you
just can't cut the mustard:· "You
bave to have that college degree
nowadays to get anYWhere," or
"That status symbol-the college
degree-is all important."
The growth of American colleges
and universities and the recent developments of multiversities have
derived, of course, from this basic
assumption of the vast majority of
the American people that for one
reason or another. or perhaps for
a number of reasons, we must
educate great numbers of our people
to the limit of their capacities.
We see no sign s of change in this
basic assumption. Even with the
discords and turbulences that have
erupted on campuses since 1964, the
belief remains as strong as everthat
a college education (or the status
symbol of a college degree) represents the surest, perhaps the
only avenue. to economic competence and social and cultural recognition. Hardly anyone has suggested that a young person desiring
a genuine education may profitably
bypass the colleges through a pro-

gram of self-study and the use of
libraries.
The increasing number of nonstudents who now live in university
communities and spend much of
their time on campuses may be
conSidered as a protest against the
university "mores"-including tbe
group requirements, tbe grading
system, and mass teChniques, but
lIley are sucb a motley crew that
mere is great dUf1culty in classifying them. Among the non-students one finds not only dropouts
but fluntouts. SOme non-students
inbabit campus communities because
they wis h to live in the collegiate
atmosphere without collegiate responsiblllties. Tbeir ranks include
both professional and amateur agitators for this or tbat cause. Some
seek to estabUsb themselves by stirring up students to various forms
of protest. There is also me dlletCante who professes to some creative endeavor in the arts-in poetry,
fiction. theatre, sculpture,paintlng,
etcetera.
A few of these non-students have
taken leading parts in the establishment of free universities. More
than a hundred of these free schools
bave been created because of avowed
dissatisfaction with the subject matter and the teacbing methods of the
regularly constituted curricula.
While most of these free schools
carry on in violation of university
statutes (our own Statutes clearly
forbid the use of university facilities for "any purpose other than
in connection with the university's
regular educational or research
programs"), most administrators
have encouraged them on the basic
assumption that "the students just
might learn something:' Whether
there will ever be a reliable report upon the accomplishment of
these free universities depends perhaps upon the improbable event of
their success and continuance.
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Study of Free

University Recommended
#19 While the Commission makes
recommendation for administrative action eitber in support of
or against the "free university" at
present operating on the Carbondale
Campus. IT DOES RECOMMEND A
STUDY OF THE REASONING AND
THE THOUGHT PROCESSES THAT
LED TO ITS ESTABLISHMENT. It
is our belief that through sucb
study we may find a way to greater
student satisfaction with our established offerings. The students who
attend these free classes and the
"teachers" who offer the courses
may have something worthwhile to
tell us.
The student unrest on the Carbondale Campus has expressed itself
in periodic and unpredictable protests and demonstrations. We doubt
If Ibis student unrest can be dismissed simply as the natural consequence of sickness in our society. Many sociologists and philosophers have concluded that university students are the product of an
affluent and permissive society, and
that, because they represent the
most articulate and most sensitive
segment of that society. they may
naturally be expected to spearhead
its discontents. Wbile tbis may well
be a correct explanation of what has
happened and is continuing to happen.
we believe that the faculty and administrative officers have the reno

sponsibility nevertheless of dealing
directly with disaffected students.

20 Continuous Study
of Student Sentiment

Recommended
#20 THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS CONTINUOUS, UNREMITTING ATTENTION TO THESE
PROBLEMS. It would be a ghastly
mistake to assume that merely because we have adequate security
forces to cope with any sort of
student disturbance, we bave no
further cause for concern. Ex-President Clark Kerr stated that in his
judgement the police had been
brought in too qulckly in the University of California dUf1culties of
October, 1964. He felt that all
avenues of discussion and persuasion should be explored before
the employment of force. It may well
be tbat the bostilitles engendered by
the presence of armed men will close
the paths to discussion and shut
off the lines of communication.
There Is reason to regret the noninvolvement of faculty members in
all matters of difference between
students and administrators. We
believe tbat ways and means must
be fo1dld for the development of
friendships between faculty members and students.

21

Improvement of

Faculty-Student Relations

1/21 WE RECOMMEND AS A PRIMARY OBJECTIVE
A SEARCH FOR WAYS ANDMEANS
OF BRINGING FACULTY AND STUDENTS TOGETHER IN NON-ACADEMIC SITUATIONS.

22 Creation of Faculty
Discussion Groups
Recommended
#22 IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE
THESE OBJECTIVES WE RECOMMEND ALSO THE CREATION OF
MANY SMALL FACULTY DISCUSSION GROUPS. While we doubt such
groups should or could be brought
into being by some sort of administrative fiat, we should like for
deans and chairmen and other deeply concerned individuals to arrange for discussions of student
life, student thought, student problems, etcetera, at luncheons, coffee, breaks. happy-time hours, and
occasional evening talkfests.
For an example of one item about
which students are not fully
informed, we cite the frequent protests of students against the attitude of publish or perish. Students often believe that research
and publishing projects take up
faculty time which should rightly
be theirs. Tbey complain,not always
justly. that faculty members do not
keep their office hours, that the)!
do not seem much interested in
their classroom and laboratory assignments, that they will not accept
student invitations to attend or to
cbaperon student social affairs. and
that they spend an inordinate amount
of time away from the campus.
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Students feel. again perhaps not
always justifiably. that the faculty
member's research has little or no
relation to his teacMng aSSignment.
Tbe development of research and
the increase in the number of graduate students may have lessened the
emphasis on undergraduate teaching. especially at the freshman and
sophomore levels. To be sure, many
prospective candidates for faculty
positions
have
expressed
a
preference for graduate teaching.
The reas'>ns for this are varied
and complex, but one of them unrloubtedly is the administrative
preference for such persons. WE
DO NOT ACCEPT THE THEORY
THAT THE BEST TEACHERS ARE
NECESSARIL Y NOT RESEARCHERS, OR THAT RESEARCHERS,
IPSO F ACTO, CANNOT TEACH.
If the truth could be known.
it might well be that some of those
engaged in research are also the
best teachers.
The whole matter of the relationship between research and teaching
is a difficult and delicate one. Every
effort should be made to e'tplain
to the student how imperative it is
in today's complex world to allow
the faculty person time to become
and to remain master of his subject.
Students in a large university should
not expect always to te led by the
hand along the paths of knowledge.
Much of the initiative must come
from the students if their faculty
is to serve them in the most constructive and stimulating way. On
the other hand, every effort should
be made not only to expose the
student to the faculty's finest minds
but also to foster maximum contact
between faculty and undergraduate
students. Such a policy is being
adopted and implemented in some
of America's leading universities.
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L imitation of

Research Projects
Recommended
#23 TEACHING AND RESEARCH
ARE PARTNERS, NOT OPPONENTS, AND WE RECOMMEND
THAT THIS RELATIONSHIP BE
KEPT EVER IN MIND.
The multiversity is obliged by the
preSSIJre of public demands to serve
in many areas. The multiversity of
twenty thousand or more students
has expanded its services, or at
least its activities, in so many
directions that it reminds us of
Don Quixote Who, according to Cervantes, mounted his horse and rode
furiously in all directions at once.
NEVERTHELESS,
WE
FEEL
STRONGL Y THAT THE MUL TIVERSlTY MUST BECOME NOT
ONL Y A SERVENT OF STUDENTS
BUT A PUBLIC SERVANT. Surely
no one would seriously maintain that
a college of agriculture should limit
its communication to students. The
Twentieth Century development of
soil building, cOliservation, and crop
production stems from the direct
commul'ication lines our colleges
of agriculture have established with
farmers.
Similarly, engineering knowledge
flows directly to engineers. Medical
and dental research, research in
biochemistry, research in physics,
and research in biology must not
wait for the slow process of student education. In many other areas,
notably sociology and anthropology,
the public wants to know, needs to
know, must know quickly whatever
university persons discover.

24

Expansion of Area

Services

Recommende~

Encouragement of Tecmical
and AclJlt Euation
Recommended,
Encouragement of
CommM1ity Development
Program Recommended.
#24 WE RECOMMEND THE ENCOURAGEMD/T AND EXPANSION
OF ALL THESE AREASOF PUBLIC
SERVICE, THE ENCOURAGEMENT
OF TECHNICAL AND ADULT EDUCA TION,
AND ALL
THOSE
ACTIVITIES WHICH PROMOTE
COMMUNITY GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT.
Some student discontent arises
.from the physical bigness of multiversities. Only God could anticipate
all the problems that will arise on
a far-flung campus, but frequently
a little more concern for student
welfare would make campuses more
pleasant. At Sout .1'n Illinois University's Carbondale Campus, only
cross country runners can make
some of the distances between
classes in ten minutes. All of our
students have to cross streets
through heavy traffic severa! times
a day. Most of the damage that
results from planning a campus
Without sufficient regard to student
situations has been done already on
the Carbondale Campus, but overpasses and under-passes and allweather corridors at critical points
can still be constructed. After some
years of living on or near university campuses, all of us wonder if
architects, administrators, and
campus planners do enough walking
themselves. All of them including
deans and vice-presidents, should
yield their privileges of preferred
parking. Only by living daily with
the walking and parking problems
that students and faculty members
contend with every day can they
come to a realization of the situation.
The far-flung campus
with
spacious landscaping may be beautiful but impractical. The rapid development of shopping centers at the
peripheries of American cities and
towns may suggest a more realistic
sort of planning of American colleges and univerSities.

25 Committee to Meet with
Architects Recommended
#25 THE
COMMISSION
RECOMMENDS,
THEREFORE, THE CREATION OF
A FACULTY-STUDENT COMMITTEE THAT SHALL MEET AT
LEAST MONTHL Y WITH THE UNIVERSITY STAFF OF ARCHITECTS
AND CONSULTANTS TO CONSIDER
ALL ASPECTS OF FUTURE CAMPUS PLANNING. We should like to
have sociologists, psychologists,
and philosophers serving on this
committee.
AU of us are deeply interested
in the current study of a program
of athleticS for both campuses. We
approve of the consultation of studen!s, alumni, the faculty, and the
public in order to discover their
wishes and opinion fl. However, the
consideration that c!Jtweighs all
others, in our opinion, is student

welfare. A program carried on to
provide excitement and entertainment for the sporting public may
make exorbitant demands upon the
time and energies of students. Sometimes the desire for victory creates
undesirable pressures for coaches
and students. We seriously question
the wisdom of a policy that denies
to athletes a full opportunity for
social and intellectual development.
To state the matter in another
way. we do not believe it should
be any part of the university's
program to develop material for
profeSSional football, basketball,
and baseball.
The members of the Commission
believe that a program in athletics
should have teaching as its purpose.
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An Athletics Program
Which Emphasizes

Teaching Recommended
#26 WE
RECOMMEND
THE
TEACHING OF PROFICIENCY IN
SPORTS AND THE DEVELOPMENT
OF PARTICIPATION WITHIN A
OF
HEALTHY ATMOSPHERE
SPORTSMANSHIP. We believe that
this identification of g'l()d coaching
with good teaching will produce a
fair share of trophies and championships. but the success of the program should be judged by its development of men and women in
performance and sportsmanship.
One of the knotty philosophical
problems that confronts every college and university administration
has to do with the amount of freedom of decision that may be extended to students.
In simple
realism, administrators have to face
the facts that in their ability to
make decisions concerning their
own welfare undergraduates run the
gamut from complete helplessness
to complete reliability. The stUdents
may come from homes where all
decisions have been made for them
since infancy. or they may have
been brought up by wise parents
who developed their judgement slowly through the years by allowing them
to make their own deciSions in progressively important matters.
Only a very few private colleges
and universities may evade all responsibilities for student welfare.
State-supported
un i v e r sit i e s.
especially those With small percentages of commuting students.
have to provide shelter and food
services and programs of social
activities. Some rules and regulations become absolute necessities.
Southern minois University has
widely differing situations on its two
campuses, and what seems realistic and necessary on one campus
may not apply to the other.
We suggest a rule of thumb which,
we believe. Will provide some satisfactions to many students and at the
same time relieve the Administration of some measure of responsibility. We believe the university
obligation to guide andcontrolliving
conditions should extend only to
under-age students.
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More Freedom of

Decision for Adult
Students Recommended
#27 IN OTHER
WORDS. WE RECOMMEND THAT

WHEN THE STUDENT BECOMES
TWENTY-ONE YEARS OF AGE. HE
SHOULD BE EXPECTED TO CHOOSE HIS OWN HOUSING At'ID TO
MAKE OTHER ADULT DECISIONS
CONCERNING
HIS
PERSONAL
LIFE.
Generally speaking, we believe
that the university has moved in
the right directions. Research and
area services have become necessary and helpful activities. The
university must continue to serve
the public in almost innumerable
ways. Perhaps every citizen within
the university's community may
draw some sort of sustenance from
it,
The peril that we have pointed
out in all our recommendations
is surely clear by this time and
needs no further spelling out in
detail. In almost every recommendation. we have implied that the
rapid growth of the university in
many directions has led to administrative concentration upon other
matters than student welfare. Since
1960. for example. the need for a
strong graduate program has had
priority over the need for a strong
undergraduate program. We have
strengthened departments by bringing in established scholars. We
have- rewarded research and publication. We have built up our prestige nationally in the community of
universities.
Without anyone's intention to do
so. we have failed underclassmen
in a variety of ways. tn order to
take care of numbers, we have
created more and more large lecture sections. We have televised
numbers of undergraduate courses.
We have done what we have been
forced to do in many situations
by the pressure of numbers.
Not many of us have established
or maintained healthy. continuing
contacts with freshmen and sophomores. We have assumed. unwisely.
that u.,dergraduates would ccontinue
to be apathetic. docile. and uncritical. We have not taken into account
sufficiently the changing attitudes
and values of the children of an
affluent and permissive SOCiety.
All co! I4s. administrators and
faculty. need to study the undergraduate. He is not what he once
was, He may be healthier and better informed in a number of respects and also less healthy and less
well informed in others. Whatever
he is. we need to know him better.
It is our hope that these recommendations may point the way to
understmding of these problems.
There is no return to the old ways.
"You can't go home again:' The
multiversity is a phenomenon of
our times. We have to live with it
and in it. We hope and believe that
there are ways to make undergraduate life on the multiversity
campus both happy and rewarding.
The Commission to study the role
of the university in society and to
study the role and participation of
students in university affairs.
Claude Coleman. Chairman
Irving W. Adams
David Bertelsen
James E. Bollinger
Martha Edmison
Robert Handy
William Hardenbergh
Cora "Corky" Hilliard
George R. Mace
William L. Patton, Jr.
William J. Richter, Jr.
Patrick Riddleberger

